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I. Offences motivated by racism and xenophobia
The fear of refugees helped the Law and Justice to win the parliamentary elections of 2015.
At that time, the party used to expressly promote its anti-immigration philosophy, which was
soon reflected by the growing ratio of assaults on the grounds of racism and xenophobia. In 2018,
IBRiS Institute1 conducted a public survey in which 53% of respondents stated that they were
against admitting refugees into the territory of Poland. Just a year before, the same opinion was
shared by 60% of respondents, and many of them preferred leaving the EU (the so-called Polexit)
to letting refugees enter into the Polish territory2.
However, another opinion poll conducted in January 2021 by Kantar upon request of UNHCR, the
UN Refugee Agency, demonstrated that 77% of Poles believed that Poland should help anyone
forced to free from their homeland because of a war or prosecution3. Eventually, the arguments
concerning potential threats caused by refugees, so eagerly exploited by the Law and Justice,
have become wacked out, and the Poles lost their interest in the topic.
According to the official data collected by the Office for Foreigners, at the end of 2020 the number
of temporary residence permit holders in the Republic of Poland was ca. 267 thousand, and 78
thousand of aliens applied for permanent residence permits. Overall, by the end of 2020, ca.
450 aliens arrived in Poland in connection with residential, employment-related or educational
purposes4. The first statistical results in 2021 point out to the further increase in immigration
figures. The majority of migrants are among people aged 20-39.
This does not imply, however, that the rate of crime motivated by racism and xenophobia has
substantially decreased in Poland. According to the public opinion polls conducted in 2020,
the Poles are particularly reluctant towards Arabs (65%), Romani people (57%), Russians (43%),
Ukrainians (41%), Romanians (40%) and Jews (33%)5.
After the murder of George Floyd, during the Black Lives Matter protests, people all around the
world also started organising anti-racist rallies. On 6 June 2020, such rally 6 took place in f ront
of the US Embassy in Warsaw. One of the protesters was a ten-year-old half Nigerian, Bianka
Nwolisa. The picture of the girl holding a banner saying: “Stop calling me Murzyn [Negro]” broadly
circulated across the Polish mass media and sparked a general debate on the discrimination
against black people and the language of racism7. In March 2021, the Polish Language Council
composed of ca. 40 experts recommended avoiding the use of this widespread definition
1

IBRIS – Instytut Badań Rynkowych i Społecznych https://ibris.pl/sondaz/

2

https://bezprawnik.pl/uchodzcy-unia-europejska-polexit/

3

https://www.unhcr.org/pl/12535-sondaz-kantar-dla-unhcr.html

4

https://300gospodarka.pl/wykres-dnia/cudzoziemcy-pracujacy-polska-statystyki-2020

5

Omuła-Rudzka M. (2020). Komunikat z badań CBOS. Stosunek do innych narodów. Warszawa: Fundacja Centrum Badania Opinii Społecznej

6

https://www.gazetaprawna.pl/wiadomosci/artykuly/1481755,warszawa-protest-przed-ambasada-usa.html

7

https://dziendobry.tvn.pl/a/dontcallmemurzyn-rodzina-nwolisa-o-dyskryminacji-to-jest-niedopuszczalne-tak-nie-moze-byc
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of a black person in the media, public administration institutions and schools. At its plenary
session, the Council resolved that “Murzyn” is an offensive term which brings about negative
connotations8.
What should be noted is that discrimination and the prevalence of racism and hate crimes
targeted as minorities have increased during COVID-19 pandemic. According to a study conducted
by the Center for the Study of Democracy – SWPS University in April 2020, 45 % of Poles believe
in conspiracy theories such as “some alien forces, or maybe countries, wilfully contribute the
spreading of COVID-19” (only 42 % of respondents trusted scientific knowledge about the virus
and its origin). In our report we have described a number of assaults at representatives of various
minority groups who have been groundlessly accused of spreading SARS-Cov-2. Many examples
of hate speech and conspiracy theories proliferated by the extreme right-wingers have been
reported by NEVER AGAIN Association in their report titled “Wirus nienawiści: Brunatna Księga
czasu epidemii” [A Hate Virus. The Brown Book of the Time of Pandemic] 9.

A victim of a racist
attack in Wieliczka and
his defender beaten up.
Photo: Gazeta Wyborcza

8

https://wiadomosci.onet.pl/kraj/czy-slowo-murzyn-jest-obrazliwe-stanowisko-rady-jezyka-polskiego/37ype3q

9

https://www.nigdywiecej.org//docstation/com_docstation/172/wirus_nienawisci_brunatna_ ksiega_czasu_epidemii.pdf
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30 January 2020, Gdańsk. Attack on Chinese students, the reason: coronavirus
Three Polish students accosted their Chinese colleagues in the university building, covering their
noses. “I told them that they didn’t have to do that because we were healthy. Then, for no reason,
one of them showed us the middle finger and started calling us very vulgar words,” said one
of the Chinese students. The incident was recorded by surveillance cameras, so the three Poles
were threatened with expulsion from the university10.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
6 February 2020, Tychy. Criminal threats against a Ukrainian family
Under a social media post about a Ukrainian family of four looking for a flat to rent, one of the
commenters threatened: “F**k off and go back to you own country or I’ll buy a machete and give
you a massacre in Silesia just like you did in Volhynia”11. The author of this hateful comment was
quickly picked up by internet users and the case was referred to the prosecutor’s office12.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
9 February 2020, Toruń. Beating of five people on grounds of nationality
The victims — including people from Ukraine, Belarus and Russia — were attacked in the city
centre. The attackers shouted “Poland for Poles” and “F**k Ukrainians”13. “The cause of the attack
by a group of young people was a conversation in Russian in our group. They had no qualms
about beating a girl. Our friend, who is a repatriated Pole, has a fractured skull bone,” one of the
victims wrote on a social networking site. The perpetrators were recorded by CCTV cameras and
the police were looking for people who could help to identify the suspects14.

Current status of the case: one of the attackers was found and arrested during a shoplifting
incident, but the status of the case involving the beating of foreigners remains unknown.

17 February 2020, Sokółka poviat. Public insult of Moroccans
On a popular social networking site, a man insulted people he didn’t know because of their skin
colour and ethnicity. Based on a post entitled “Apparently mommy’s not lacking anything either,
since she’s been hanging out with black d**ks?”, the Center for Monitoring Racist and Xenophobic
Behavior has reported the case to the prosecutor’s office.

10

https://www.se.pl/trojmiasto/gdansk-pokazal-nam-srodkowy-palec-chinscy-studenci-zaatakowani-na-awf-ie-aa-GYgL-732b-5Luq.html?question=show_result#quiz-

11

https://radiotrek.rv.ua/news/shcho_bude_z_polyakom_yakyy_pogrozhuvav_ukrainskiy_rodyni_kupyty_machete_i_zrobyty_kryvavyy_shlonsk_foto_259513.html

12

https://dziennikzachodni.pl/zrobie-im-krwawy-slask-jak-oni-wolyn-piotr-m-grozi-ukrainskiej-rodzinie-z-dziecmi-w-tychach-sprawa-trafila-do-prokuratury/ar/c1-14789098

13

https://torun.wyborcza.pl/torun/7,48723,25683154,krzyczeli-polska-dla-polakow-i-j-ukraincow-atak-na.html

14

https://dorzeczy.pl/kraj/129228/polska-dla-polakow-i-jc-ukraincow-brutalny-atak-na-obcokrajowcow-w-toruniu.html
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Current status of the case: the District Court in Sokółka sentenced the man to six months’
restriction of liberty in the form of 20 hours of community service per month15.

18 February 2020, Rzeszów. Attack on a Polish citizen from Bangladesh
The victim was involved in a traffic incident. At a street intersection, he had to brake sharply
because a woman driving in front of him also braked suddenly, having previously failed to yield.
The 55-year-old instinctively pressed the horn. When he stopped, an unknown man approached
his car, opened the car door from the driver’s side, addressed the victim with the words “don’t
honk at a Pole” and then hit him in the face16. Police have published an image of the perpetrator
online, asking for help in finding him17.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
22 February 2020, Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki. Pole beaten by three Ukrainians
Ukrainians severely beat up a resident of Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki. The man suffered grievous
bodily harm and was taken to hospital. The three attackers did not spare his relatives either,
beating them as well. The court placed them under arrest for three months18.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
8 March 2020, Wrocław. Brutal beating of a Pole of Chinese origin
A group of assailants beat a Polish citizen originating from China to unconsciousness. The men
spat in his face and knocked him to the ground with punches. The man was taken to hospital19. He
has lived in Wrocław for 25 years and is a well-known cook. In the past he received an award from
the mayor of the city for promoting Wrocław as a place friendly to foreigners. Many xenophobic
comments have appeared on the Internet under articles describing the attack, including:
“The Chinese guy deserved it. After all, they were the ones that brought in that coronavirus. Why
did he even come here?”. His wife also reported other similarly motivated incidents the man
encountered20.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
19 march 2020, Łuków. Juvenile assault on a 59-year-old Vietnamese woman
Three students of a local primary school attacked a Vietnamese woman who had been living
15

https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/photos/pcb.1492073724301089/1492073617634433

16

https://rzeszow-news.pl/rasistowski-atak-w-rzeszowie-policjanci-poszukuja-sprawcy/

17

https://korso24.pl/wiadomosci/rasista-zaatakowal-banglijczyka-w-rzeszowie-poszukuje-go-policja/0k5kTzukFIrE8ulXhyjd

18

https://wirtualnynowydwor.pl/nowy-dwor-maz-areszt-dla-ukraincow-za-dotkliwe-pobicie/

19

https://gazetawroclawska.pl/we-wroclawiu-pobito-znanego-kucharza-pochodzacego-z-chin-napastnicy-najpierw-napluli-mu-w-twarz/ar/c1-14845614
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https://www.nigdywiecej.org/docstation/com_docstation/172/wirus_nienawisci_brunatna_ksiega_czasu_epidemii.pdf
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in Poland for 20 years. They shouted at her that “she is from China”, “she has coronavirus”, “Get
the f**k out of here, b**ch” and “F**k you, Chinese”. They also threw stones and rubbish, spat in
her direction, and one of them pushed her. When the woman tried to leave, they followed her.
The young attackers were aged between 10 and 14. Police were investigating the case of insult
on grounds of nationality and violation of bodily integrity21. The Łuków District Court registered
the incident as “a case of demoralisation and a criminal act” and ordered the probation officer to
conduct community interviews and set the first hearing for 7 December 202022.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
25 March 2020, Sosnowiec. Xenophobic insults directed at a Chinese scientist23
Three men hurled xenophobic insults at a Chinese researcher working with the University
of Silesia. The victim was unable to pass them, she was surrounded and the attackers shouted
“virus” and “China” in her direction. The assaulted woman was terrified. Police said the first of the
detained attackers will answer for insulting a woman because of her origin and was also given
a fine for moving around the city in a group, despite the restrictions in place due to the COVID-19
outbreak. The other man involved in the incident was also fined. The third has already been
subject to misdemeanour proceedings24.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
April 2020, Poznań. Attack on the flat of a Filipino
At 3:00 a.m., unknown perpetrators broke the window panes of a Filipino family’s flat with stones.
The family reported the case to the media, saying that this attack could be related to coronavirus.
“We came from Asia. Some Filipinos experienced being shouted at in the street: “Corona! Corona!”.
(...) One of the Filipinos was spat upon in the face and someone shouted: “Chinese!” We have
been living here for four years and have not encountered such behaviour before. We are very
scared,” confessed the father of the family25. Shortly after the case was publicised, the situation
recurred26. The mayor apologised to the foreigner and promised to help, and the police looked
into the matter27.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN

21

https://www.dziennikwschodni.pl/lukow/lukow-rasistowski-napad-na-wietnamke-chuligani-rzucali-w-nia-kamieniami-i-wyzywali,n,1000262906.html

22

https://www.dziennikwschodni.pl/lukow/lukow-bedzie-rozprawa-w-sprawie-ataku-nieletnich-na-wietnamke,n,1000277211.html

23

https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/posts/1218226625019135

24

https://sosnowiec.wyborcza.pl/sosnowiec/7,93867,25829128,atak-na-chinke-w-sosnowcu-pomogli-internauci-mamy-dane-agresorow.html

25

https://tvn24.pl/polska/koronawirus-w-polsce-hejt-wobec-azjatow-w-zwiazku-z-pandemia-covid-19-4564673

26

https://poznan.wyborcza.pl/poznan/7,36001,25895414,wybili-kamieniami-szyby-filipinczykowi-z-poznania-pluja-na.html

27

https://tvn24.pl/polska/poznan-ataki-na-filipinczyka-w-zwiazku-z-epidemia-covid-19-prezydent-jacek-jaskowiak-obiecuje-pomoc-4565744
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1 June 2020, Skarżysko Kościelne. Public dehumanisation of black people
On a popular social networking site, a man publicly insulted a group of people because of their racial
affiliation. In a public post, he expressed an opinion about black people that was dehumanising.
The case was reported to the public prosecutor’s office in Kielce.

Current status of the case: the District Court in Skarżysko-Kamienna ordered the perpetrator
to pay a fine of PLN 240028.

4 June 2020, Zielona Góra. Insulting of a Ukrainian waiter29
A 53-year-old resident of Warsaw insulted a Ukrainian waiter who, according to him, had issued
him an incorrect invoice30. The insult pointed to the waiter’s nationality. The man himself recorded
and posted on the Internet a video in which he insults a Ukrainian, claiming that it was the
waiter who insulted him. In the footage,31 you can hear the aggressor calling the waiter a “wh*re”,
“UPA guerilla” and an immigrant who needs to “f**k off”. At the same time, the restaurant stood
by its employee, calling him “the quintessential example of culture and good manners”.
The perpetrator was arrested eight days later in Gdańsk32.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
10 June 2020, Toruń. Death threats against a Tunisian man
The 28-year-old first punched the citizen of the Republic of Tunisia in the back and then addressed
him with threats of killing him because of his nationality. In addition, he spat at the foreigner and
told him to “get the f**k out of here”, saying that he was dirty and threatening to burn down his
restaurant and then kill him33. The attacker did not admit to committing the alleged act and
refused to give explanations.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
10 June 2020, Gdańsk. Insult of a security guard by a young Ukrainian woman
A Ukrainian citizen attempted twice to steal items in a shopping mall, and when a security guard
intervened with her past the checkout line, the woman pulled and insulted him because of his
28

https://omzrik.pl/wysoka-grzywna-za-rasistowski-komentarz

29

https://gazetalubuska.pl/wypier-imigrancie-rasistowski-atak-na-pracownika-winiarni-bachus-w-zielonej-gorze/ar/c1-15012004

30

https://wiadomosci.dziennik.pl/wydarzenia/artykuly/7743746,warszawiak-obrazal-kelner-ukraina-zarzut-zniewazania.html

31

https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/posts/1272241142951016/

32

https://zielonagora.naszemiasto.pl/co-grozi-53-latkowi-za-rasistowski-atak-w-zielonogorskim/ar/c1-7756615

33

https://ototorun.pl/artykul/rasistowski-atak-w-toruniu/1104048
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nationality. She was apprehended a month later on suspicion of setting fire to the doors of the
shopping mall, which caused a fire and damaged the facility. The 32-year-old faces five charges
and ten years’ imprisonment. The court arrested her for three months34.

Current status of the case: UNKNOW
20-21 June 2020, Germany. Poles attacked Ukrainian drivers
On the A9 motorway in Germany, a Polish bus driver first persuaded other chauffeurs to drink vodka
with him. When they refused, he felt offended and attacked two Ukrainians with his friend. Armed
with a 50-centimetre crowbar, the 40-year-old Pole and his friend, a 50-year-old compatriot,
went after the Ukrainians, dragged them both out of the cabin, hit them with a bar and fists, and
when they were both knocked to the ground, kicked and strangled them. The assaulted drivers
suffered numerous injuries, bruises and abrasions. One of them was diagnosed with a concussion
and was transported to hospital. At the request of the prosecutor, the German court made
a decision on temporary detention35.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
27 June 2020, Zabrze. Beating and robbing of a Ukrainian
The incident occurred outside one of the stores of a popular chain. The attackers first beat up
a 46-year-old Ukrainian citizen and then took his mobile phone. The incident was recorded
by surveillance cameras and the Zabrze police asked for help in finding the perpetrators36.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
27 June 2020, Cracow. Public insult of a security guard from Belarus
“F**king Ukrainian! He wants to f **king rule in Poland!” — shouted the man to the store
employee who asked him to put on a face mask due to the regulations in force. The Belarusian
citizen asked the perpetrator to wear a mask or leave the shop. However, the man became more
and more agitated, provoked the security guard by waving his hands in front of his face, and even
spat on him. When he heard that the security guard spoke Russian, he then started insulting the
national origin of the security guard in vulgar words and again spat on him several times37.
The incident was interrupted by the shop manager who ordered the aggressive man to leave
the premises of the discount shop immediately. The 37-year-old left the store throwing baskets

34

http://www.gdansk.policja.gov.pl/pm1/informacje/wiadomosci/91519,Podpalila-drzwi-do-galerii-handlowej-wczesniej-zniewazala-na-tle-narodowosciowym.html

35

https://www.polsatnews.pl/wiadomosc/2020-06-22/bojka-przy-autostradzie-ukraincy-nie-chcieli-sie-napic-z-polakami/

36

https://zabrze.naszemiasto.pl/pobicie-obywatela-ukrainy-w-zabrzu-do-zdarzenia-doszlo-pod/ar/c1-7980863

37

https://krakow.wyborcza.pl/krakow/7,44425,26081898,ukrainiec-k-wa-je-ny-on-bedzie-k-wa-u-nas-w-polsce-rzadzi.html
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around. The public prosecutor’s office imposed police supervision on him. In addition, the man is
forbidden to contact the victim and to approach him38.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
28 June 2020, Legnica. Brutal attack on a Ukrainian married couple
According to witnesses39, two men accosted the foreign couple who were sitting in the garden
of a restaurant. The attackers, passing the premises, shouted: “Poland for Poles” and “Get the
f**k back to your country” because they did not like hearing the Ukrainian language. First, they
insulted the husband and wife, and then beat them up. The restaurant staff called the police, but
by the time they showed up, the men had managed to escape.

Current status of the case: the perpetrators have still not been apprehended40
28 June 2020, Międzyzdroje. Severe beating of a Ukrainian man on grounds
of nationality
In a local bar, a young IT specialist from Ukraine heard from one of the customers that his presence
there was unnecessary. When he left the bar, one of the four perpetrators, without warning,
grabbed him from behind by the neck and strangled him. The others began beating him. When
the man fell, they kicked him all over his body, mostly on his head. The victim has a battered face,
a broken nose and four teeth knocked out41. He has bruises all over his body. None of the witnesses
reacted or called an ambulance. “This is how Ukrainians are treated in Poland” — these were the
last words the victim heard before he lost consciousness. Although he does not remember it,
a moment later, covered in blood, he stopped an oncoming police car. He woke up in hospital.
The case was investigated by the public prosecutor’s office in Szczecin. As it turned out, a case is
already pending in a Szczecin court against a group of young men who attacked several people
from Ukraine in a park in Międzyzdroje. Among them were women and children42.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
14 July 2020, Wieliczka. Racist attack and beating of a teacher
A resident of Wieliczka, who was a teacher at one of Cracow’s schools, stood up for a citizen
of Congo who fell victim to offensive, racist words from two young men on a city bus. “Hey, look,
a darkie! Let’s have some fun” — said the attackers43. When everyone got out of the vehicle, a racist

38

https://lifeinkrakow.pl/w-miescie/1220,chamski-atak-na-pracujacego-w-sklepie-ukrainca-rozpoznajecie-napastnika

39

https://tulegnica.pl/artykul/brutalny-atak-na-tle/1020744

40

https://lubin.naszemiasto.pl/napad-na-ukrainskie-malzenstwo-w-legnicy-sprawcy/ar/c1-7784696

41

https://24kurier.pl/ekurier-archiwum/nie-lubia-ukraincow/

42

https://24kurier.pl/aktualnosci/wiadomosci/pobili-go-bo-mowil-z-akcentem/

43

https://krakow.wyborcza.pl/krakow/7,44425,26129375,rasistowski-atak-w-wieliczce-pobity-nauczyciel-ktory-stanal.html
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attack on the Congolese man and a beating of his defender took place. The teacher was sprayed
with pepper spray and then beaten on the head with a bottle. Police detained the aggressors who
were arrested for three months44.

Current status of the case: an indictment in the case was filed in court in March this year.
The perpetrators face up to ten years in prison. One of them pleads not guilty45.

14 July 2020, Warsaw. Racist attack on a Spaniard and an Egyptian
Two foreigners were subject to a racially-motivated attack at the checkout by a female customer
standing behind them and her husband, who later turned out to be a shop security guard. After
paying for their shopping and heading towards the exit, the foreigners were stopped by the man
and the aggressive woman started beating them, taking off the mask of one of them during the
incident46. “The man who was blocking the entrance pressed Iban to the ground. I approached
Iban to help him and free him from the man. Suddenly three-four other men appeared out
of nowhere! They started beating and choking us. We told them that we didn’t want to fight,
but nobody was listening. Iban’s nose started to bleed. We were both strangled from behind.
Everything fell out of our pockets. They destroyed our backpack. We even lost the key to our
apartment during the attack! (...) The woman started shouting loudly and saying something in
Polish about Arabs and Spaniards. She made people in Biedronka really afraid of us. Everyone
looked at us as if we were s**t. But we were the victims and we were the ones attacked! We were
beaten and harassed both verbally and physically! Eventually the police arrived and we told
them what had happened. The woman spoke Polish all the time, so we could not understand
the lies she was telling the police,” the victims wrote on social media47. Later that day, the men
reported the case to the police, but there were some discrepancies between their statements
and what they wrote on social media48. According to a statement from the shop’s management,
criminal proceedings for racist crimes were already pending against the woman who attacked
the men at the checkout.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
16 July 2020, Ropczyce. Insult of Turkish siblings on grounds of nationality
A man entered a catering establishment and threatened foreigners — the owners of the
establishment — with a telescopic baton. He also insulted the man and his sister. The aggressive
25-year-old was arrested by police49. He will answer for insulting Turkish citizens on grounds
of nationality. The prosecutor decided to put him under police supervision. The attacker has

44

https://dziennikpolski24.pl/wieliczka-rasistowski-atak-i-pobicie-nauczyciela-na-przystanku-mpk-napastnik-w-areszcie-zdjeciawideo/ar/c15-15082781
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https://gazetakrakowska.pl/rasistowski-atak-w-wieliczce-i-pobicie-nauczyciela-na-przystanku-jest-akt-oskarzenia/ar/c1-15503981
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https://www.polishexpress.co.uk/dwoch-obcokrajowcow-padlo-ofiara-rasistowskiego-ataku-w-sklepie-w-warszawie-jestes-w-moim-kraju-mieli-uslyszec
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https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/7,54420,26131759,hiszpanie-zaatakowni-przy-kasie-w-biedronce-przy-wejsciu-czekal.html
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https://wawalove.wp.pl/warszawa-atak-na-obcokrajowcow-w-biedronce-sprawe-bada-policja-6532731345725569a
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https://www.policja.pl/pol/aktualnosci/191426,Zarzuty-dla-25-latka-za-zniewazenie-na-tle-narodowosciowym.html
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been banned from approaching the victims, contacting them and also from leaving the country.
The case was also brought to court50.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
31 July 2020, Toruń. Verbal and physical attack on a group of Germans
An intoxicated 18-year-old attacked a group of five Germans and a Polish woman accompanying
them in the centre of the Old Town. He called the foreigners “Nazis” and punched three of them
in the face with his fist. He also insulted and punched the Polish woman accompanying them in
the face. The woman’s lip split. The young man partially admitted to committing the alleged acts.
He said he did not remember much because of the alcohol he had consumed51.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
2 August 2020, Cracow. Racially motivated beating of foreigners
Four foreigners (citizens of Nigeria, Tunisia, Saudi Arabia and the United States) standing in front
of a restaurant were approached by a group of people who started insulting and calling them
names because of their racial affiliation. They then went from words to actions, pushing, hitting
and kicking the foreigners. As it later turned out, one of the foreigners suffered an ankle sprain
during the attack. A Polish citizen who stood up for foreign visitors also suffered. In addition, the
aggressors took a mobile phone belonging to one of the victims. It was only when one of the
attacked men notified the police about the whole incident by phone that the aggressors fled52.
On September 3, police temporarily arrested two of the perpetrators53.

Current status of the case: the status of the case of the perpetrators arrested in September
remains unknown. The other four aggressors have still not been found.

3-9 August 2020, Katowice. Assault and robbery on racist grounds
The attack took place between 3 and 9 August. Its victim was an Egyptian-born kebab stall owner.
The man was attacked by two assailants — he was hit on the head with a brick and then robbed
of all the money he was carrying. The attackers fled deep into the housing estate54. The police took
up the case and the residents of the estate, in a gesture of solidarity, organised a “Tip” campaign
to help the Egyptian financially55.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
50

https://polskatimes.pl/z-palka-w-rece-grozil-turkowi-ze-zniszczy-mu-lokal-25latek-uslyszal-zarzuty-zniewazenia-na-tle-narodowosciowym/ar/c1-15089083
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https://nowosci.com.pl/rasistowskie-ataki-w-toruniu-spale-ci-ten-kebab-hitlerowcy-i-bicie/ar/c15-15302991
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https://glos24.pl/krakow-pobicie-na-tle-rasowym-policja-prosi-o-pomoc-w-identyfikacji-sprawcow
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https://policja.pl/pol/aktualnosci/193546,Dwoch-mezczyzn-odpowie-za-pobicie-oraz-zniewazenie-obcokrajowcow-z-powodu-ich-pr.html
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https://katowice.wyborcza.pl/katowice/7,35063,26204579,haim-z-egiptu-zostal-napadniety-mieszkancy-osiedla-wykupuja.html
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4 August 2020, Krośniewice. Attack on Poles by Georgians armed with machetes
A group of men from Georgia committed an attack with machetes on four men and a woman. Two
people were taken to hospital. A witness to the incident recorded the moment when the group
of men attacked the local residents. A video taken by a witness to the incident was incorrectly
described as showing the attackers to be Ukrainians56. The police do not exclude the possibility
that the beating took place due to national or religious differences57. Officers arrested 14 people
involved in the attack.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
28 August 2020, Poznań. Racist attack on a family with a nine-year-old child
A nine-year-old boy and his older brother were attacked in Poznań’s Rataje district on Friday.
The 31-year-old aggressor did not like the darker skin colour of two brothers living in the estate.
He allegedly called them vulgar insults and shouted: “Get the f**k out of here! Poland for Poles”58.
He then battered the boys’ intervening mother and beat up a man who tried to calm him down.
The aggressor was captured by residents and arrested by police officers59.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
28 August 2020, Warsaw. Attack on a Vietnamese woman and criminal threats
against the woman defending her
Two men arrogantly addressed a Vietnamese woman working at a bar. They said: “Get the f**k out
of Poland, you slant-eyed idiot!”, waving their arms at the same time60. Even after they had received
the ordered dish, they still behaved aggressively. They also mocked another female customer who
tried to react to their behaviour. When she finally reached for her phone and went outside to call
the police, one of the men came up behind her and began making death threats while calling
her a slut and wh*re. “And when he heard that I was giving the address of the bar I was calling
from, he pushed me, then threw food at me and spat on me,” the customer reported61. Random
passers-by came to her defence. Several of them overpowered the charging man who tried to
chase the woman. However, they did not manage to hold the attackers till the arrival of police
officers who reached the scene after an hour.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
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https://twitter.com/BartoszKowara/status/1290559657392648192?ref_
src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1290559657392648192%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.polsatnews.
pl%2Fwiadomosc%2F2020-08-06%2Fbojka-z-uzyciem-maczet-gruzini-kontra-polacy%2F
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https://www.o2.pl/informacje/krosniewice-uzbrojeni-ukraincy-napadli-na-kobiete-i-czterech-mezczyzn-6540042124266464a
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30 August 2020, Słubice. Racist assault and brutal beating of a Ukrainian
One of the attackers accosted the 30-year-old, asking about his nationality. When he found out
that the man was from Ukraine, the four men started beating him. “They beat and kicked me
on the head, on the back, and jumped on me when I was already on the ground. It must have
been very noisy, because people started to look out of the windows, and after a while a woman
and men appeared on the spot and chased the perpetrators away” — testified the Ukrainian,
and his words were confirmed by numerous head injuries62. The victim began to search on his
own for witnesses to the incident.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
8 September 2020, Jędrzejów. Brutal beating of a Vietnamese man
A 36-year-old man who does not speak Polish was assaulted and severely beaten. Police and
paramedics found him in a serious condition. He had a battered face, a broken nose and broken
ribs. He was taken to hospital. Police began searching for the perpetrator; they believe the attack
was not a robbery63.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
20 September 2020, Niewiadów. Beating, robbing and insulting a Ukrainian
A 26-year-old man attacked a Ukrainian citizen riding a bicycle, stole his documents and started
insulting him in public because of the origin of the victim. The aggressor kicked the 20-year-old’s
bike, then punched him in the head and began insulting him. He also took his backpack with
his shopping and passport and then fled. Two days later he was arrested by the police. He faced
charges of robbery, document theft and insult64.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
October 2020, Plock. Public online insulting of Ukrainians
A woman publicly insulted Ukrainians on one of the popular social networking sites, calling
them, among other epithets, “vicious, cunning rats”, “savages”, “drug addicts, drunks and
whoremongers” with “the mentality of murderers the same as their ancestors from Volhynia”,
who “do not respect Poles, pretend to work, prefer to work as prostitutes, just to have fun”65.
The woman addressed these words, among others, to a Ukrainian woman who tried to discuss
with her and explain that she was using unfair stereotypes. This only prompted even greater
62
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anger from Jolanta C. and more insults. The case was investigated by the Płock prosecutor’s
office.66

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
20 October 2020, Białystok. Racist attack on female students from Zambia
The students were attacked in a vulgar manner by an aggressive woman. The perpetrator used
racist insults towards them. One of the women attacked managed to record the end of the
incident67. The reason for this attack was the dark complexion of the two women. The behaviour
of the aggressor was unequivocally condemned by the deputies of the Mayor of Białystok. The case
was handled by the police and local media wrote about a possible sentence of up to three years
for the perpetrator of the attack68.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
2-3 November 2020, Wola Szydłowska. Robbery and beating of a Ukrainian
Three men took a Ukrainian citizen working in the Mława area into their car. Near Wola Szydłowska,
they beat and robbed him. They took his phone, money and passport and then left the man
on the road. The injured victim reached the closest buildings and called for help69. One of the
robbery suspects was arrested on November 3. The two accomplices ended up in police hands
over the next few days. All three were arrested by court decision for three months70.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
15 November 2020, Warsaw. Racist attack on a Pakistani child
The incident took place on a playground where the nine-year-old boy was playing. His neighbour
not only called and insulted the child, but also tugged his hair. “The man grabbed my son
by his jacket from the front and pulled with all his strength. Then he grabbed his hood and
his hair. He shouted: ‘you thief, gypsy, nigger!’. My son shouted: ‘Daddy, help!’, but I didn’t hear
it,” said the child’s father71, who reported the case to the police. However, the officers initially
discouraged him from seeking justice. They eventually accepted his report, interviewed
witnesses and ensured that the materials would be forwarded to the prosecutor’s office72.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
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23 November 2020, Cracow. Assault by a security guard on a student from Ukraine
A young man from Ukraine went to the Biedronka discount shop to buy a birthday present for
his younger sister. The 20-year-old paid for his shopping, went outside and was then knocked to
the ground and handcuffed by the security guard. He was also sprayed in the face with pepper
spray. “When I realised who this gentleman was, I asked him with a characteristic Eastern accent
what was going on here. I started screaming that I was suffocating. I asked passers-by for help,
for someone to call the police. Nobody helped me. Literally nobody. Cracovians walked past
me without even noticing [...] He growled at me: ‘Shut up, f**king Ukrainian’,” — wrote the man
on Facebook73. The security guard dragged the student back into the shop and only let him
go when the boy showed him the receipt from the shop’s cash register. “After looking at the
crumpled piece of paper for a minute, he took the cuffs off me and pushed me back out into the
shop hall. He didn’t say anything to me. He neither apologised nor said he had made a mistake
– he just pushed me away,” — described the 20-year-old. The police have opened an investigation
into the case for unlawful deprivation of liberty. The security guard faces a maximum sentence
of five years in prison for this act. Both the Biedronka chain and the security agency have already
apologised to the student for the incident. The security guard was fired from his job74.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
22 December 2020, Częstochowa. Racist attack on an Indian and an Iraqi
A car crash occurred near an establishment where a well-known local Iraqi restaurateur was
holding a staff Christmas Eve party. Several people, including an Indian national, ran to help the
victims. As they were heading back, the Indian was unexpectedly attacked by a drunken man.
He grabbed him by the arm, started choking him from behind and dragged him towards the
Cleopatra restaurant. The Iraqi and the Indian were also addressed with the following insults:
“You filthy bastard, this is not your country”, “You are a towel-head and Abdull”, “get the f**k out
of here”75.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
26 December 2020, Szczecin. Ukrainian man beaten during police interrogation
Szczecin police officers detained a Ukrainian man suspected of shoplifting and insulting a shop
assistant. After taking him to the police station, one of the police officers attacked the man with
a telescopic baton in order to force him to confess or admit his guilt. The Ukrainian filed a complaint
against the officers, and the case was taken up by the Police Internal Affairs Bureau76. Four officers
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from the West Pomeranian garrison were detained and faced prosecution charges. One of the
detained police officers has already filed the so-called report of immediate dismissal from service.
On December 28, the court arrested one of the police officers for a month. Three police officers
were put under police supervision and banned from contacting the victim77.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
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II Offences motivated by homophobia
The hate campaign against LGBT++ community in Poland started in October 2018, and it became,
in the summer of 2020, one of the keynotes of Andrzej Duda’s successful presidential campaign.
At his election rally, Andrzej Duda once stated that LGBT+ people “were not humans, but an
ideology”, and undertook other dehumanising attempts aimed at inciting the sense of hostility
and fear among voters. On 6 July 2020, President executed a draft amendment to the Polish
Constitution banning adoption of children by same-sex couples78.
By the end of 2019, more than eighty local governments proclaimed their regions “LGBT-free zones”
or “LGBT ideology- free zones”. In 2020, the number of such regions increased to 94, which meant
that one-third of Polish self-governments were against LGBT+. Meanwhile, ca. 40 administrative
units adopted the so-called “Family Charter” [i.e., Karta Rodziny], a document proposed by Ordo
Iuris Institute, an extreme right-wing organisation. In July 2020, the European Commission
announced that the infringement proceedings were initiated against Poland in connection with
“LGBT ideology-free zones” resolutions adopted by several self-governments79. As a consequence,
six Polish municipalities were cut off from Town Twinning Programme subsidies, in connection
with the discrimination of people on the grounds of their sexual orientation80. The decision was
sharply condemned by the Polish Minister of Justice, Zbigniew Ziobro, who provided an alternative
financing source for one of those municipalities81 (Municipality of Tuchów) based on the socalled Justice Fund, which was originally intended for crime victims, and suggested that other
municipalities also deserved to be rewarded for defending traditional family values82.
Soon there appeared vans covered with homophobic banners, equipped with bullhorns which
spat out hate slogans linking homosexuality with paedophilia. In some cases, the vehicles were
stopped by LGBT+ activists, or even by plain citizens tired of such noise and propaganda83. Some
vans were guarded by the Police. On 27 June, Małgorzata „Margot” Szutowicz84 made a charge
at one of such vans and its driver. As a result, the court issued a temporary arrest warrant and
remanded Margot in 2 months’ custody, considering the prosecutor’s appeal. Margot’s supporters
organised a rally in front of the Warsaw’s domicile of the Campaign Against Homophobia [KPH].
The protesters marched towards Krakowskie Przedmieście, where they clashed with the Police,
and many of them were detained85. The court in Wrocław adjudicated that the campaign linking
homosexuality with paedophilia was protected by the freedom of speech rule, and its purpose
was “informational and educational”. Therefore, it did not infringe with any rights of LGBT+
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people86. The police interventions in the protests (later nicknamed as the “rainbow night”)
and the subsequent court proceedings have been described in a report drafted by Szpila87 , an
organisation offering a legal support to participants of anti-government protests in Poland.
The Law and Justice has also contributed to the spreading of hate speech targeted at LGBT+
on the pro-government mass media. A good example was DoRzeczy, a weekly magazine, which
compared LGBT+ activists to communists88. Some weeks later President Andrzej Duda also
claimed that the “LGBT ideology” was more destructive than communism89. Przemysław Czarnek,
the newly appointed Minister of Education, and Law and Justice member, went even further
by arguing that: “we should finish that discussion on LGBT obscenities”: “Let’s stop listening to
all those absurdities on human rights or equality. These people are not equal to normal ones”90.
The survey results published in November by Równość.org.pl demonstrated that in Cracow
alone the number of assaults at LGBT+ individuals increased over the past three months by 61%.
Meanwhile, according to KPH, three out of ten LGBT+ individuals have been victims to various
types of violence (i.e. physical assaults, verbal offences, ridicule)91.

Victim of the homophobic
attack in Sosnowiec.
Photo: private archive
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20 January 2020, Kraków. Homophobic “No entry” sign aimed at the LGBT community
An unknown perpetrator placed a “traffic sign” printed on a sheet of paper next to the entrance to
a Kraków housing estate. The sign read “No entry. LGBT-free zone.” The letters LGBT are inscribed
in the sign circle. Residents said this was not the first incident of this kind in the area. When asked
how to react, the municipal guard suggested reporting the situation to the housing association,
while the police had no advice at all.92

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
23 January 2020, Rzeszów. Public incitement to exterminate LGBTQ+ people
A man commented on a social media post with a photo of a Warsaw house fence with a plate
saying “Rainbow plague-free zone”, saying, “The plague is to be fought and exterminated.”93 This
referred to the words of a Catholic bishop, Marek Jędraszewski, who said, “The rainbow plague is
like a cholera epidemic. It is something that attacks us and threatens us and from which we need
to save ourselves and others. Just like any other disease, it can be treated, too.” The statement
was discussed in last year’s report.94

Current status of case: The Rzeszow prosecutor’s office sentenced the man to 6 months
of restriction of liberty in the form of 30 hours of community service per month.95

2 February 2020, Warsaw. Homophobic and discriminatory slurs
A Warsaw resident pointed out to a pizza delivery driver they were not supposed to take their
motorbike on the sidewalk as that constituted a hazard to pedestrians. After a brief exchange,
already in the pizza restaurant, he and his companion became a target of abusive and
discriminatory language, hearing e.g. “You faggot,” “You cunt,” and much more, including
descriptions of what should be done to the like of them96. Other staff members and guests of the
establishment did not react. Police came to the site.

Current status of the case: The delivery driver was officially reprimanded, and representatives
of the pizza chain owning the restaurant said they were going to impose a financial penalty, too.

February 2020, Wrocław. Gay couple attacked in broad daylight
In early February, a gay couple was assaulted by three men while taking a walk. First they were
called “f*cking faggots” and then one of them was kicked repeatedly. Threats followed, “The next
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time we see you here, we’ll kill you.” When a police car pulled up to the scene, the hooligans began
to disperse. The gay couple was allegedly told by the officers that they had to wait for another
patrol because “it’s not their zone.” With that, the police car drove away. Soon after, another patrol
arrived. “What was shocking to us was that we told the police officers what happened and they
asked: ‘What do the two of you expect from us?’, the men reported97. In the meantime, two of the
attackers fled and the third did not admit to knowing them. The intervention ended with the
officers drafting a report and informing the men that they may file a criminal complaint.

Current status of the case: Two MPs intervened in relation to the attack on the gay couple.
The police, however, see no grounds for complaints.98

26 June 2020, Gdańsk. Homophobic slurs and insults towards a bus passenger
On a night bus, a tattooed, aggressive man began yelling at one of the passengers, “Are you
a faggot? Are you a pansy?” and urged others “Fuck the faggots! Pansies, gays and faggots
have to be afraid!” The hateful slurs were audible throughout the bus.99 Ośrodek Monitorowania
Zachowań Rasistowskich i Ksenofobicznych (Center for Monitoring Racist and Xenophobic
Behaviour) asked Internet users to help locate the aggressor.100 The police, too, took on the case.101

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
June 2020, Otwock. Homophobic aggression prompted by a rainbow facemask
A woman standing in line at a chain restaurant asked an unmasked man queuing behind her to
maintain distance. In response, she got a flurry of swear words and homophobic aggression – she
was wearing a rainbow facemask and had a rainbow tattoo on her arm. The man calmed down
after the staff intervened, and the woman left the restaurant and sat down on a nearby bench
to rest. The aggressor got there with two of his pals. They started to make hateful comments,
“remember, no faggot shit is going to tell me what I’m supposed to do”102. Then they threw a soft
drink at the woman and tore her facemask off. Restaurant security intervened and the case was
reported to the police.103

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
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13 June – 3 August 2020, Warszawa, Toruń. Public insults against the LGBTQ+
community
During the presidential campaign, PiS MP, Lublin governor and Lublin Catholic University lecturer
Przemyslaw Czarnek said, “Let us defend ourselves from LGBT ideology and stop listening to
this idiocy about some human rights or some equality. These people are not equal to normal
people; let’s finally do away this discussion.” 104 Less than two months later he observed in a Radio
Maryja broadcast, “there is no doubt that all this LGBT ideology growing out of neo-Marxism
(and that out of Marxism) originates from the same root as Hitler’s German National
Socialism, responsible for all the evils of World War II, the destruction of Warsaw and the murder
of its insurgents.”105 These words outraged opposition MPs, who filed a motion to penalise
the politician, as well as the LGBTQ+ community and academia. In October last year, Czarnek
was sued for violation of personal rights by, among others, a professor of law at the University
of Warsaw. In November, the Parliamentary Ethics Committee reprimanded the politician.106

Current status of case: Court case – pending. In the meantime, MP Czarnek received the title
of professor (despite lacking the required academic achievement level107). Even though he was
subjected to disciplinary proceedings at the university for his homophobic remarks, even before
its official conclusion the disciplinary ombudsman hastened to clarify that the MP-professor is
not even threatened with an official reprimand.108 In October last year, Czarnek was appointed
Minister of Education and Science.109

4 July 2020, Kraków. Brutal beating in front of a gay club
Two armed men approached a group standing outside an LGBT-friendly club. The assailants
attacked members of the group, including a woman, with sticks, hitting her on the head and
threatening to kill everyone. The woman’s boyfriend was hit on the head several times and
ended up in the hospital110. Police stressed that even if they found the attackers, they could not
charge them without a criminal complaint111. The two perpetrators were apprehended in August
and September, respectively. One was taken into custody, the other was placed under police
supervision.

Current status of the case: The perpetrators testified that they mistook the victims for another
group of people with whom they had gotten into a fight earlier that night and then fled. After
a while, however, they returned to the scene, eager to get back at them. That is when the attack
104
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in front of the gay club took place, with the perpetrators thinking they were attacking the people
by whom they had previously been assaulted112.

6 July 2020, Warszaw. Stigmatising graffiti under a same-sex couple’s window
Someone spray painted “f*ck LGBT” under a Warsaw tenement house’s windows. To make it clear
whose window they wanted to “mark”, the unknown perpetrators added arrows to their message.
The window indicated indeed belonged to an apartment inhabited by a homosexual couple.113
The case was taken up by the Ombudsman114 and a Warsaw councillor, who said he would report
the case to the prosecutor’s office. The couple’s neighbours, in a gesture of solidarity, covered the
insulting graffiti with cards bearing messages of support.115

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
31 July 2020, Poznań. Homophobic statements by a public radio journalist
On the night of July 28/29 last year, several major monuments in Warsaw were decorated with
rainbow flags. The idea was to fight homophobia.116 One of the flags was mounted on a statue
of Christ bearing the cross, which outraged right-wing circles. Despite the fact that the whole
thing has nothing to do with Poznań, Radio Poznań devoted its whole Friday “Kluczowy temat”
(Key Issue) edition to cover the story. The presenter said on air, “During World War II, fascists
profaned the statue of Christ in Warsaw. Now other barbarians, wielding a rainbow banner,
did just the same. The fascists did not manage to destroy the statue of Christ and neither will
the rainbow plague, though.”117 The National Broadcasting Council (KRRiT) received a complaint
regarding the journalist’s words. In its response, however, the KRRiT stated that the head of the
radio station did not find anything reprehensible in the statement, and that the journalist, when
speaking about the “rainbow plague”, was using his freedom of speech.118

Current status of the case: In January this year, the Media Ethics Council declared that the
journalist had violated the principles of respect and tolerance enshrined in the Media Ethics
Charter. Four members of the outgoing Radio Poznań programme council submitted a complaint
to the head of the National Broadcasting Council. Its authors’ calculations revealed that over 72
days in 2020 the said journalist spoke on air as many as 36 times in a manner that “targeted the
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LGBT community”.119 In the meantime, the journalist continues to be employed by Radio Poznań
and to host its “Kluczowy temat” programme.120

July 2020, Żywiec. Incitement to hatred and murder of homosexuals
A man posted a comment on a popular social media site, calling for hatred and murder of LGBTQ+
people. As he stated, “The time has come to f*ck this f*cking faggotry and light up the furnaces
in Auschwitz. Hitler would have dealt with this queerness nicely, oh, how useful he would have
been today.” 121 On 30 December 2020, the prosecutor’s office issued an indictment in the said
case.122

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
7 August 2020, Warszaw. Homophobic poster in the centre of Warsaw
Last Friday, a poster was hung on a board in front of the capital’s Basilica. It read “Fag-free Warsaw.
Warsaw Accord”. “In doing so, the men made loud threatening claims that football hooligans
and neo-Nazis had struck an accord to organise hunts for homosexual people in the streets
of Warsaw,” Ośrodek Monitorowania Zachowań Rasistowskich i Ksenofobicznych (Centre for
Monitoring Racist and Xenophobic Behaviour) has reported, while announcing they were going
to file a criminal complaint.123 Apart from the wording, the poster included the coats of arms
of 19 football clubs, including one from the Warsaw Marymont district. A similar accord was struck
by football hooligans before last year’s Białystok Pride124 that culminated in brutal assault on LGBT+
individuals. Some of the clubs whose coats of arms were used dissociated themselves from the
provocation, claiming that their symbols had been used without their knowledge or will.125

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
7 August 2020, Poznań. Teenagers attacked for their hair color
Two teenage girls were on a playground when a group of people – two women (one of whom was
said to be pregnant), two men, and several children – appeared in the area. One of the children
pointed out the teenager’s pink hair. This started a row. One woman reportedly shouted that
it was “mental illness and pathology” and asked the pink-haired teenager if she should “punch
her in that pretty face” When the teenager responded saying she would report an assault if it
comes to that, she was attacked physically. The other woman also started yanking on her friend.
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A lot of people were reported to have been around, but no one reacted. When the attackers left,
one of the teens called her father. He came to the scene and found the aggressors, but the women
continued their arrogant behavior. Their partners joined in and reportedly attacked the victim’s
father. This time no one rushed to help either, not even the driver of the cab the aggressors had
called. The incident was reported to the police126. Witnesses and perpetrators were soon found.
The fate of the latter was to be decided by the prosecutor, as their testimonies contradicted those
of the victims.127

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
7,9 August 2020, Zachodniopomorskie voivodeship. Public incitement to murder
LGBTQ+ people
On a popular social networking site, a man publicly called for the crime of homosexual homicide.
On 7 August he posted, “God created Adam and Eve. Destroy the rest of the faggotry.” Then
o n 9 August, “There should be an institution, an organised group that would find and catch
them all over Poland. Clean up the country society. All these homo hybrids pervert” (spelling/style
matches the original).128 An NGO has notified the prosecutor’s office.

Current status of case: The prosecutor’s office refused to prosecute the man, explaining that
the word “faggotry” only referred to a human trait, so the man was calling for the elimination
of that trait, not homosexuals themselves.129

11 August 2020, Poznań. A gay man beaten with an telescopic baton
A gay man relaxing on the beach was attacked by several intoxicated men. The perpetrators
robbed him, and one of them beat him on the head and face with his fists and a telescopic
baton, shouting “You faggot”, “You cunt”130. The victim was taken to the hospital with a concussion
and fractures to his nasal bones and sinus walls131. He said that none of the witnesses to the event
reacted. He added he probably attracted the perpetrators’ attention with his dyed hair and an earring.
Police officers knew the attackers were two repeat offenders. However, they were not arrested.

Current status of the case: On October 8 and 29, 2020, respectively, both offenders were
arrested. They have been charged. One remained behind bars because he had another sentence
to serve, the other was released132. The date of the hearing and its potential outcome remains
unknown.
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14 August 2020, Wałcz. Teen boy beaten for his hair color
A 17-year-old boy was spending time with his 10-year-old sister and a 15-year-old female friend.
A 28-year-old man accosted the youngest girl in a vulgar way before turning his attention to the
boy. He struck the victim on the head with a metal weapon-like instrument. The boy suffered
a head injury. The 10-year-old asked passersby for help, but no one responded. The children’s parents
called the police and an ambulance to the scene. The assailant was arrested and found to be
under the influence of marijuana. He admitted that he attacked the teen because he
didn’t like his hair colour. The man was charged with bodily injury and destruction of property.
He was also put under police supervision.133 Two weeks earlier the same man had attacked
another teenager, slapping him in the face and damaging his prescription glasses.

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
15 August 2020, Uniejów. Gay man attacked in a hotel
A gay man was severely beaten when he tried to stop a man mishandling his wife.134 He was told,
“No faggot here is going to tell me how I should train my wife,” then punched him in the face
and brutally beat him. The police arrived at the scene and the victim gave a statement. The man
suffered from bruised ribs, numerous abrasions and seven stitches to his face. Two days later, the
assailant called the victim to apologise.135

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
16 August 2020, Warszawa. Gay couple assaulted for holding hands
An LGBT activist and his boyfriend got beaten outside their own home. The reason for the assault,
the activist says, was that they were holding hands. First the couple heard “f*cking faggots”, and
then someone punched the man in the face. When he tried to stop the attacker, a second man
attacked. A third attacker knocked his boyfriend over and started to kick him. The activist came to
help. Then he was thrown on the ground and beaten136. When witnesses of the incident reacted,
the perpetrators fled and police officers arrived at the scene. The activist ended up with a broken
tooth and a black eye, his partner got bruises on his body.137

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
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20 August 2020, Poznań. Homophobic attack during a film festival
An unknown perpetrator attacked one of the foreign guests of a short film festival taking place in
Poznań. As the victim walked slowly down a street, a young man walking behind him with a group
of friends suddenly closed the distance. Without any warning, he kicked the festival guest in the
back, raising his foot high up. After the physical assault, he hurled further abuse towards the man
and loudly commented - in Polish - on his appearance. The organizers have no doubt that the
incident was motivated by homophobia.138 The situation was reported to the police.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
21 August 2020, Bydgoszcz. Assault on gay club patrons
Three aggressive men hurled insults at patrons of a gay club in Bydgoszcz. Then, the attackers
moved on to physical violence and tried to force their way inside. People present at the club that
night locked themselves in the premises and were defended by security and the barmaid, who
was kicked in the stomach by one of the assailants139. By the time the police arrived, the aggressors
had already escaped. When the patrons were walking home together after the club closed, they
fell victim to homophobic aggression again. A police patrol they encountered did not respond,
but only suggested that they would do better not walk together in a group140.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
23 August 2020, Wrocław. Information point vandalised
An information point was set in a park in Wrocław, next to a church, to encourage residents to
replace old stoves with new, environmentally friendly models. It was a part of a Wrocław municipal
office program,e “Replace [your] stove!” (Polish: Zmień piec). At one point, a cyclist approached
the point and said, “You’re even putting this up in front of a church now? P*ss off!” and proceeded
to kick the mobile stand. As a result, the stand was damaged and a laptop computer fell to
the ground and was scratched.141 After the attack, the man fled on his bicycle and the point
staff notified the police. The organisers believe that the man must have misread the program
name, believing it was “Change [your] sex!” (Polish: Zmień płeć, just a letter and a diacritic accent
away from the actual name) rather than “Replace [your] stove!”:142 “Many people misread the
programme name. Prior to the incident with the cyclist, another man approached us and asked
in a nasty way why we wanted to encourage people to change their sex.” Police searched for the
perpetrator with little success.

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
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29 August 2020, Sosnowiec. Attack motivated by homophobia resulting in brutal
beating
On a night bus, a 20-year-old passenger was beaten unconscious after he stood up for another
passenger who was being insulted by the aggressor’s homophobic slurs. The perpetrator struck
the victim twice; then the man hit his head on a handrail and lost consciousness. That didn’t stop
the perpetrator, who continued to beat the 20-year-old over the head as he lay on the floor143.
The bus driver did not respond to the cries for help, the other passengers did not rush to help
the young man either. Two men dragged the aggressor away after some time. The perpetrator
continued on the bus, and the police and ambulance service were called f rom the bus stop.
The officers developed a facial composite of the perpetrator. The man came forward a few days
later and provided his account of the events.
Current status of the case: The attacker was sentenced to 1.5 years of restriction of liberty, 40 hours
of community service. He is also required to pay PLN 5,000 in compensation to the 20-year-old
victim. The latter is not happy with the verdict, though, and has submitted an appeal144.

August 2020, Białystok. Billboards targeting the LGBTQ+ community
The organisation “Milcząca Większość” (Silent Majority) launched a campaign in response to one
by “Tęczowy Białystok” (Rainbow Bialystok). 145 Under the campaign, they deployed billboards
in various parts of the city, picturing homophobic slogans such as “Deviations shall not pass,”
“Bialystok against depravity,” and “The body is not for debauchery.” The banner backgrounds
were black with white lettering, while words like deviation, depravity, debauchery, and evil
were spelled in rainbow coloured letters. The mayor of Bialystok sent a “notification of suspected
offense of hate speech” to the prosecutor’s office.146 Two months later, Silent Majority put up the
same banners in Rzeszów,147 claiming that local residents had requested they be installed.148

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
12 September 2020, Kraków. Severe beating motivated by homophobia
A Ukrainian man was beaten severely by two assailants, the reason for the attack was said to be his
long hair, a Star of David around his neck and the Russian language he was using. The attackers
believed the victim to be homosexual, which only further infuriated them. The police, however,
refused to take the report on the grounds that the victim was intoxicated – the man was instructed
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to return to another Krakow police station after he sobered up to have his case processed.
The Ukrainian said that he would file a notice of battery and a complaint against the behavior
of the police.

Current status of the case: After a health examination, the victim was interviewed and police
officers took the report. After a month, the man received a letter stating that the case was
dropped due to the inability to identify the perpetrators. A pro bono lawyer decided to help the
victim and filed a complaint against the court’s decision. A retrial was scheduled to take place
on April 25, but was postponed to May 4 by the judge’s illness and has not happened yet. Status
of the case regarding the on-duty officer who refused to take the report is unknown; unofficial
sources are saying, however, that the officer is not going to face any consequences149.

19 September 2020, Łódź. Two women assaulted on homophobic grounds
The women were attacked downtown as they walked toward their car, holding hands. A man first
insulted them verbally (“F*cking dykes!!!”) and then threw himself at one of them. When the other
one pushed the assailant away to defend her partner, the man started tugging at her. He also
tried to snatch her phone. As some passersby intervened, the man spat on the women and fled.
The police did not manage to catch the perpetrator, but his details were determined by Internet
users. Still, the prosecution discontinued the case.150

Current status of case: A complaint was filed against the prosecution’s decision. On 8 March
2021 the assailant was sentenced to pay an PLN 800 fine.151

28 September 2020, Kozienice. Homophobic smear campaign against a 12-year-old;
the girl took her own life
A girl committed suicide in th e afte rm a th of bullying motivated by her sexual orientation.
Journalists investigating the case determined that the 12-year-old had been bullied and harassed
for several months. This was confirmed by teachers at the school she attended who talked to her
peers.152 The teen’s post about her relationship with another girl can still be found on social media.
Some of the comments are vulgar, “Two wh*res”, “looking at you two makes me want to puke”,
“two wh*res and f*cking lesbian bitches”, “dyke”, “yuck”, others goad the girl to commit suicide.153
The prosecutor’s office initiated an investigation and the case was widely publicised in Poland.
Two days later, a message was spray painted on the Ministry of National Education building,
saying, “Dominik, Zuzia, Kacper, Michał. Your LGBT+ child”. These are the names of individuals,
mostly teenagers, who have committed suicide because of bullying. Minister Dariusz Piątkowski
149
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called a press conference on the matter and stated that the act of vandalism was committed
by “barbarians, idiots”, and that no harassment of the teenager had actually taken place.154 “He
cares more about red paint on a wall than about the blood of children,” the “Miłość Nie Wyklucza”
(Love Does Not Exclude) association observed.155

Current status of case: No information on the investigation launched after the teen’s suicide.
The author of the message on the Ministry of Education building, however, has been charged
with da m a g i n g a monument, which carries a penalty of 6 months to 8 years in prison.
Additionally, the act she was charged with was considered by the prosecution to be hooliganism,
which, if she is found guilty, obliges the court to increase the minimum sentence. The woman
was apprehended in her own apartment at 6:00 a.m., which the District Court for WarsawŚrodmiescie found to be unjustified overzealousness on the part of the police.156

September 2020, Warszawa. Attack on a journalist walking with her niece
A man interpreted a woman and her 13-year-old niece as a lesbian couple as they were walking
hand-in-hand. He started yelling “F*cking lesbian bitches!” and then punched the journalist
in the face, breaking her nose and giving her black eyes.157 A witness to the incident came to
the woman’s defence, but he too was attacked. In the meantime, the journalist and the child
managed to escape. The situation was not reported to the police.158

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
21 December 2020, Poznań. Homosexual councilman attacked with a knife
The chairman of the Youth Council of the City of Poznań was attacked on homophobic grounds
as he walked, holding his partner’s hand, through the corridor of a railway station. The perpetrator
addressed the couple using vulgar words as he was passing them. Then threatened them with
violence. The assailant shouted “faggots”, “b*tches”, “f*ck you”, and then proceeded to pull out
a pocketknife. Station security responded, and the police publicized the perpetrator’s image
on the Internet159.

Current status of the case: The court sentenced the attacker to 540 hours of community
service. He also got a ban on contacting and approaching within 50 meters of the victims for two
years after the sentence becomes final. Furthermore, the attacker must pay restitution to the
victims160.
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III Hate crimes against women; misogyny
In July 2020, Zbigniew Ziobro, the Polish Minister of Justice, announced that Poland will launch
an official procedure of withdrawal from the Convention of preventing and combating violence
against women and domestic violence. The convention, which is commonly known as Istanbul
Convention, was ratified by President Bronisław Komorowski on 13 April 2015. When asked
about his decision, Minister Ziobro explained that the treaty was harmful, because it called for
ideologization of school education, and challenged the idea of biological gender161. This statement
spurred protests in a number of Polish cities, e.g. in Warsaw where ca. 2000 protesters took to the
streets.162
On 22 October 2020, the Constitution Tribunal presided by Julia Przyłębska, an unlawfully
constituted institution loyal towards the ruling party, proclaimed that abortion in the case
of a serious and irreversible foetal damage or incurable terminal disease violated the provisions
of the Polish Constitution163. After the judgment had been announced, massive anti-government
protests started both in Poland and abroad164. On 28 October, the police reported 410 protests
nationwide with more than 430 thousand protesters165. On 30 October, the so-called Grand March
on Warsaw attracted ca. 100 thousand participants166. The scale of such protests in Poland has
been the largest since the political transformation in 1989167.
The protesters were heavily criticised by right-wing politicians and mass media controlled by the
Law and Justice, who tried to offend, ridicule and dehumanise women. On 27 October, Ryszard
Terlecki, the Law and Justice vice-Speaker of the Sejm, stated that the face masks bearing the
All-Poland Women’s Strike’s symbol (i.e. the lighting) reminded him of the fascist runes used
by the Hitler Youth168. TVP Channel dominated by the Law and Justice’s supporters referred to
female protesters as “bringers of death”, “killers of unborn children”, claiming that “The left-wing
fascism destroys Poland”169. On 30, Jadwiga Emilewicz, a Law and Justice parliamentary deputy
and the former Deputy Minister, in her reply to the All-Poland Women’s Strike’s demands stated
that: “The freedom of a woman ends if she gets pregnant, because from now on, her freedom will
be limited by that of her child” 170. The politicians also referred to protesting women as “feminazis”171,
“kitchen appliances”, “animals”172. Such rhetoric resulted in a proliferation of hate speech on the
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Internet173, including verbal threats174 and physical assaults at women, also on the part of the
police175.
The organisations supporting women’s rights, including the right to abortion, have found
themselves under particular threat. On 31 March 2021, Human Rights Watch (HRW), CIVICUS
and International Planned Parenthood Federation-European Network (IPPF-EN) revealed
that at least seven organisations advocating for women’s rights and the right to abortion
in Poland faced illegal threats including homicide or bomb threats, which proved that the risk
faced by human rights activists who support the women’s cause increased. The activists admit that
this sense of insecurity is even aggravated by the government’s hostile language and mass media
smear campaigns targeted at their organisations, as well as by false rumours and hate speech,
which may pose hazards to their personal safety176.
On 28 January 2021, the Chair of the Committee of Women’s Rights and Gender Equality of the
European Parliament, Evelyn Regner (S&D), said: “Misogyny thrives well in Poland. The practical ban
on abortion pushed through by the Polish government is a direct interference with the autonomy
and physical integrity of women. It is an assault on fundamental human rights, something totally
unbelievable in a liberal democratic system in 2021. In Europe there is no place for such disregard
of humanity. I do stand for the Polish protesters who oppose to such backwardness”.177

Sticker “We’ll kill you,
wh*res”
Photo private archive
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15 April 2020, Katowice. Group of young politicians telling rape jokes
A 16-year-old member of a municipal youth council and his 22-year-old colleague representing
the Confederation party, exchanged rape jokes in public. They claimed, for instance, that: “a rape
can eventually be pleasant,” and women “first tell you that they do not want to have sex, so you
need to force them, but after all they are nicely surprised,” and “rape her in such a way as to
prevent her from reporting it.”178 The tone of such utterances perfectly matches that of Janusz
Korwin-Mikke, the party’s Leader, who is notorious for expressing his misogynistic views such
as “a woman is always raped a bit, anyway”. The young politicians claimed afterwards that they
had fallen victim to a scam, and the council member resigned from his function.179 The case was
allegedly reported to the police, and the Chairman of the Municipal Council of Katowice claimed
that he would subscribe to all steps aimed at punishing the perpetrators.180

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
15 August 2020, Uniejów. Woman violently assaulted in a public place
The incident took place at a hotel in Uniejów. A group of guests met at a warm-up party. Suddenly
one of men stood up, pushed his wife, grabbed her hair and started to drag her towards the
building. The women cried: “ What are you doing?! Someone please help!” However, nobody
reacted apart from one gay man, who tried to separate the fighting couple. The abuser shouted:
“I need no advice from a sodomite on how I should teach my wife obedience.” 181 He was badly
beaten and ended up in hospital. The assailant was eventually captured by the hotel staff and
locked in a room.

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
September 2020, Bydgoszcz. Public incitement to rape women
A man representing the incel subculture spoke publicly in favour of violence against women.
During a live webcast,182 he called women “dishwashers” and “conniving rags” who, among other
things, “cause most wars,” “should be raped,” be “in the kitchen” and “on a leash,” and if they
don’t like it, “to be f*cked.” According to him, whoever defends the “dishwashers” has “turned
cocksucker” already. The man also referred to the German chancellor Angela Merkel as a “PolishJewish wh*re”.

Current status of case: The man already has a total of three criminal proceedings pending for
public praise of and incitement to commit a crime.183
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24 October 2020, Warszawa. Right-wing journalist publicly insults women
Right-wing editor Rafał Ziemkiewicz, known for his hate speech,184 published an insulting comment
regarding the participants in the Women’s Strike on a social networking site, saying “What is
particularly characteristic of the Left is their bringing about the complete downfall of young
women. The dominating type among the protesters is an aggressive, vulgar little b*tch.” 185 An
NGO filed a private lawsuit against the journalist in a Warsaw court.186

Current status of case: Pending
25 October 2020, Warszaw. Physical violence against a female protester
Ogólnopolski Strajk Kobiet (All-Poland Women’s Strike) organised a protest called “Słowo na
niedzielę” (“Word for Sunday”, also a title of a past Catholic TV programme) to be held in churches
across the country. This was a reaction to the approval with which some of the Church’s hierarchy
took the outlawing of abortion due to foetal defects by the Constitutional Court controlled by Law
and Justice. Angelika Domańska, a member of the Green Party, was injured during the protest in
Warsaw. Photo coverage of the day clearly shows Robert Bąkiewicz, president of Stowarzyszenie
Marsz Niepodległości (Independence March Association) squeezing her arm. Moments later,
the woman was thrown down from the church steps, onto the sidewalk.187 “I was clinging to the
handrail as hard as I could, but in the end they hauled me down those stairs. And then they
threw me down from a height of a few steps, through a police cordon. I actually fell right next to
the officers’ feet and banged my head on the sidewalk.” She lay there for over half an hour before
the ambulance arrived. The woman reported the incident to the police.

Current status of case: In early 2021, the prosecutor’s office decided to drop the investigation,
explaining that it saw no public interest in continuing the search for the perpetrators.188

27 October 2020, Wrocław. Assault upon participants in the All-Poland Women’s
Strike
An unidentified man wearing a face mask suddenly raided the car of a participant in the AllPoland Women’s Strike while she was sitting inside the car with a friend. The assailant first kicked
the vehicle, causing material damage, and then opened the door and tried to drag the girl out
of it. He yelled at the victim and called her rude names, such as “slut”.189 Finally, the girl managed
to lock the door, and the abuser was dragged aside by a worker in a nearby store. The victim
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published the perpetrator’s image on the Internet, hoping that this would help in tracing him and
punishing him for his acts.190 She also reported the incident to the police. According to the victim,
even though the assault was based on political motives, its root cause was misogyny: “The only
reason why that guy did not punch me was because he was fearful of the legal consequences.
But he kept on humiliating me, showing his strength and superiority. I guess that he loved the
idea of distressing a woman. So, generally, I do not think that the majority of men who acted like
barbarians during women’s strikes and tried to assault girls did that just for the sake of politics.”191

Current status of case: At the end of March, the police discontinued the proceedings because
it was impossible to ascertain the identity of the perpetrator. The victim did not appeal against
the decision, fearing a biased reaction towards All-Poland Women’s Strike by Polish state
authorities.192

27 October 2020, Warsaw. Girl returning home after a street protest attacked
by police officers
Several hundred young peaceful protesters were suddenly attacked by police officers at Plac Trzech
Krzyży. A group of policemen holding truncheons rushed the crowd, ready to use their weapons.
“There was that pink-haired girl who shouted out something towards the police somewhere
between Plac Trzech Krzyży and De Gaulle Roundabout. The policemen turned back, one of the
officers pushed her over, and they did something suspicious to her while she was down on the
pavement, crying. I tried to record the scene, but they pushed me aside and obstructed the view,”
said a witness who published a video on the Internet.193

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
27 October 2020, Gdańsk. Priest utters unlawful threats when addressing participants
of the All-Poland Women’s Strike
Two women travelling by car decorated with gadgets symbolising the All-Poland Women’s Strike
were confronted by a priest driving nearby, who suddenly took out a gun and pointed it at the
women. First of all, he rudely ordered the women to remove the umbrella with the protesters’
logo and a wire clothes hanger, symbolising the protest. Then he took out his gun and pointed it
towards the women. The victims immediately called the police, and the driver first cut them up
abruptly when the traffic lights changed, and then drove away. The priest was eventually found
standing in front of the Oliwa Cathedral, together with a group of people who had gathered there
to defend the church from the protesters. He showed his gun to the police officers saying that it
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was just a fake. The item was seized and taken to the police laboratory. The priest admitted that
he took part in the confrontation, but added that he only “showed” his gun to the women, and
did not pose any threats. He tried to explain his conduct by stating that he was greatly upset and
just wanted to see the reaction of the intimidated women.194

Current status of case: In February this year, the public prosecutor accused the 35-year-old
priest of using unlawful threats in respect of the two women. Moreover, when the case received
much publicity, the priest was dismissed f rom his job as a primary school catechist by his
superiors.195

Attack of a nationalist
on a woman during the
Women’s Strike
Photo: oko.press

27 October 2020, Gdynia. Knife attack after the All-Poland Women’s Strike
A group of young people fell victim to an assault on their way home from a street protest
against the judgment by the Polish Constitutional Tribunal severely restricting access
to abortion in Poland. The protesters were approached by a man who started to insult women
verbally. “He called them ‘sluts’, adding that all of us should be exterminated. He yelled that he
would not tolerate those protesting c***s any longer. So we told him to f*** off. Then he shouted
at my girlfriend: “Don’t you even try to give me orders, you c***.”196 These words spurred an urgent
reaction on the part of the young men accompanying the girls. The assailant struck back at one
of them using a jack knife and cutting his temporal artery. After being captured by the police, he
194
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claimed he suffered from a cardiac disease. When released, he immediately became aggressive
again, so he was quickly incapacitated by police officers and arrested.197

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
28 October 2020, Wrocław. Two journalists attacked during Women’s Strike
The women were attacked while coverin g a p ro te s t a ga i nst restricting women’s access to
abortion. An aggressive man forcefully shoved one of the journalists away and kicked the other in
the stomach. The attack occurred when the journalists were recording a group of men dressed
in black trying to mingle with the crowd. The next day, the attacker was apprehended by police.
He is a hooligan linked with the “Silesia” hooligan group and the Wielki Śląsk (Great Silesia)
association198. The Regional Prosecutor’s Office in Wrocław filed a motion for the arrest of the
hooligan for violating the personal integrity of one of the journalists. A few hours later, however,
the motion was withdrawn from the court on the order of the National Prosecutor’s Office.199,200
Last November, the Wrocław prosecutor’s office announced a modification of the charge to
exposure to loss of life or grievous bodily harm.201

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
28 October 2020, Czernikowo. Gun pointed at participants of the All-Poland Women’s
Strike
Approximately 300 people took part in a street protest against the non-abortion judgment issued
by the Polish Constitutional Tribunal. A local parish priest confronted the protesters with a gun in his
hand. He yelled out unlawful threats such as “I’ll shoot them all.” Even when captured by the police,
the 53-year-old priest still kept on pointing his gun towards officers.202,203 During the police search, five
hunting rifles and one airgun were found at the priest’s house. However, the offence was not reported
by the protesters, and the priest was released from custody after providing his testimony.204

Current status of case: The parish priest was suspended f rom duties by his superiors,
and was supposed to be transferred to another parish. However, such plans were strongly disapproved
of by the local community.205 On 14th November last year, the priest was dismissed from his function as the
deanery of Czernikowo.206
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30 October 2020, Warszaw. Woman attacked with metal baton during Women’s
Strike
Dozens of men dressed in black attacked random people who came to see the Women’s Strike
march in the Old Town. Among the victims of the assault is a mother of two living nearby, who
was beaten with a metal baton in front of her child.207 This was despite a directive sent out via
text message to members of the group: “We do not hit women, as a last resort gas them straight
in the face, we take their phones and throw them away and have them fetch”.208 The directive
concerned a provocation organised by a group of masked individuals throwing flares and aiming
for a confrontation. A total of 37 people were detained by the police during the protest, mainly
belonging to football hooligan groups.209

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
24 November 2020, Wrocław. Photojournalist publicly insulted and criminally
threatened
Actor and national activist going under the pseudonym Aleksander Jabłonowski speaking on an
Internet TV channel Na Prawo TV publicly insulted a photojournalist covering the women’s strike
and detained by police officers for activating her camera flash while pointing it at one of them.
“The whole journalistic world is now defending her ‘cause she’s a pretty bitch, wearing a beret [...]
You f*cking bitch! [whistles] Come! Wait until we come to power. Just wait. For such a flash-inthe-eye stunt, you’d first get clubbed over the head, then lashed up again, and then we’d perhaps
start wondering who you even were. […] She’d better kiss the sidewalk and wipe the sidewalk with
her bare ass, grateful that this policeman contained himself and didn’t punch her straight in that
beautiful muzzle. […] So don’t f*ck about, bitch,” he said, addressing the journalist.210

Current status of case: UNKNOWN

27 November 2020, Wrocław. Public promotion of rape culture by nationalists
Actor and national activist appearing under the pseudonym Aleksander Jabłonowski publicly
encouraged the rape of opposition MP Klaudia Jachira on an Internet TV channel Na Prawo TV.
While talking with the presenter, the man pondered that, “if Lampert211 lived in 1945, say, in socalled East Prussia […] and the Soviet Army had come in and the Soviet Army was famous for

207 https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/7,54420,26463405,marsz-na-warszawe-relacja-z-pierwszej-reki-kibole-pobili-metalowa.html?_
ga=2.196116776.500405746.1603384052-699555649.1555529787&fbclid=IwAR23x7axPOdjZ9R4zbWl6kiKtRNnutbpxobVYjMsUgZSwtytygKJ9stD_Yc#S.koronawirus-K.P-B.4L.1.zwfoto
208 https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=734715007127059&set=pcb.734715123793714
209 https://tvn24.pl/tvnwarszawa/najnowsze/policja-podsumowala-protest-incydenty-z-udzialem-srodowisk-pseudokibicowskich-37-osob-zatrzymanych-4737284
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This was a reference to Marta Lempart – a social and political activist, initiator, and one of the leaders of Ogólnopolski Strajk Kobiet (All-Poland Women’s Strike).
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raping German women and impregnating them. Then in this village of Lamperthof […] all would
have been raped except for one,” and he started laughing. The presenter suggested that he meant
“Jachirastadt,” which Olszanski denied, saying “No! What are you saying! They would have raped
her. She’s got this thing... she’s a perfect specimen to be raped […] If I were to cast a rape victim
[for a film], Jachira’d get the lead role. She carries herself in such a way that even a good-hearted
guy, a polite, kind, subdued man, looking at Jachira, says: “I’m gonna rape her, why not.”212

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
14 December 2020, Warszaw. Right-wing MP publicly threatens women
MP Tadeusz Cymański, a member of the Solidarna Polska party belonging to the PiS (Law and
Justice) club, commented on the striking women on his social media, saying “This is awful! Our
women have become fighters. You are mothers-to-be! What is that? A protest? You are pests!
Rodents! You have to burn yourself with a hot iron! You will not break PiS! We are strong, we
are more and we will strangle you all. All Law and Justice members stand in solidarity with me!”
The comment was deleted several minutes later. Before that, the author was changed.213 The MP
claims the incident to have been caused by a hacker attack.214

Current status of case: DISCONTINUED
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Other Law and Justice MPs, too, have explained similar posts insulting women with hackers’ attacks – namely Marlena Maląg and Joanna Borowiak – https://natemat.
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IV Offences motivated by neo-Nazi and neo-fascist attitudes
In April 2018, the police and the Internal Security Agency interrupted a concert in Dzierżoniów,
which was aimed at commemorating Adolf Hitler’s 129th birthday. The International Security
Agency launched a broad-scale investigation, and in November 2020 an indictment was filed
against twelve Polish neo-Nazis, members of Club 28. The Club now includes dozens of extreme
Polish right-wingers and is part of an international network known as: Blood and Honour/Combat
18 (B&H/C18). It operates in several regions of Poland including e.g. Wrocław, Lublin or Opole,
being most active in the Pomeranian Region 215.
During October protests of the All-Poland Women’s Strike, the protesting women were attacked
by organised groups of men, typically composed of extreme right-wingers, and football fans. NeoNazis assaulted women using batons, knives and stunt guns. In Wrocław, a young lad taking part
in a rally had his face cut by a knife, and one of journalists was also violently attacked 216.
Moreover, in October, the Polish mass media disclosed that in the past 2 years the Ministry
of National Defence had assigned PLN 320 thousand to support an association , whose leader,
Karol Wołek, was linked to extreme fascist and national-socialist organisations (e.g. Front Rex
and Szturm)217. Apart from the alleged co-funding of fascist organisations by the Ministry, the
transparency of use of the public funds also spurred some doubt218.
In February 2021, the Polish media revealed that the newly appointed Chair of the Institute
of National Remembrance in Wrocław, dr Tomasz Greniuch, the current head of the Opole Branch,
used to be a long-term member of ONR, an extreme right-wing organisation, and took active part
in anti-Semitic, anti-EU and chauvinist events219. The mass media started publishing photos taken
in 2005 and 2007 which depicted Mr Greniuch showing Nazi gestures, and revealed that he was
fond of neo-Nazi music220. Finally, Mr Greniuch was dismissed from the Institute due to the “loss
of credibility”221.

13 July 2020, Legnica. Assault upon individuals trying to erase racist and homophobic
graffiti
A Celtic cross and the following slogans: “White lives matter”, “Homophobia is not a crime”
and “A boy + a girl = a normal family” were painted on the walls of former military premises
by unknown authors. On 13th July last year, a group of individuals led by a local activist decided
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to erase the slogans. The activists at work were observed by a group of beer-drinking and
shouting football fans standing on the other side of the street, who suddenly started to toss
eggs at them.222,223 The girl who organised the event said, “Such incidents directly result from
the abominable hate campaign launched by the current government and President of Poland
against people of other racial origin, or those representing other sexual preferences.”224 Two days
afterwards, the erased captions reappeared on the wall, accompanied by new paintings depicting
the gallows intended for political opponents.225

21 August 2020, Katowice. Promotion of fascist attitudes during anti-LGBT protests
On this day, three street protests took place in the town. One was attended by supporters
of freedom fighters in Belarus, the second was a march by gay right supporters. At the same
time, nationalists organised an anti-LGBT protest. Participants of the latter protest showed Nazi
gestures. Only one was captured by the police.226 A 26-year-old man eventually pleaded guilty to
the charges and voluntarily accepted the penalty.227

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
28 October 2020, Poland. Encouraging attacks at protesting women and their leader
After the Constitutional Tribunal chaired by Julia Przyłębska announced that performing an
abortion in the case of irreversible impairment of the foetus would violate the Polish Constitution,
the Polish neo-fascists linked to an online faction known as VandaliNation, created by means
of a Russian app named Telegram started to encourage attacks on protesting women: “Attack is
the best form of defence. Better than just fighting back. May the Lord me with us, let them be
f*cked. Let’s pray to Holy Mary, let’s shout hallelujah and tell those c***s to f**k off!” Then they started
to post pictures and videos documenting their attacks on the protesters and trampling upon
Women’s Strike’s banners. The nationalists also published the home address and phone number
of Marta Lempart, one of the leaders of the All-Poland Women’s Strike. “Feel free to visit this cow
at home, or call her and tell her what you think of her,” they stated. They also published a drawing
showing a woman being hit in the head with a telescopic baton accompanied by the comments:
“Let’s smash that empty pumpkin”228 and “Bang, bang! An empty noise can be heard.” On their
social media channel, the neo-fascists also explained why they approved of beating protesting
women: whenever a woman starts talking of feminism she “turns into an aggressive wh**e ready
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https://tulegnica.pl/artykul/zamalowywali-rasistowskie/1025871
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https://tulegnica.pl/artykul/rasistowskie-napisy-wrocily/1026733
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https://twitter.com/WasikMaciej/status/1297487517218938882?ref_
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https://wiadomosci.dziennik.pl/wydarzenia/artykuly/7803971,nacjonalisci-hajlowanie-katowice-lgbt-muzeum-auschwitz-komentarz.html

228 https://scontent.fwaw3-2.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/123059638_1399089500266179_4554727900084034168_n.jpg?_nc_cat=103&ccb=1-3&_nc_sid=730e14&_nc_
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to attack you physically, and deserving to be treated with a baton, pepper spray, or smacked in
her face, like any other left-winger.”229

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
28 October 2020, Białystok. Women assaulted by All-Polish Youth militants
The attacks took place shortly before the end of the so-called black stroll, attended by women
protesting against the judgment issued by the Polish Constitutional Tribunal. A group of unidentified
perpetrators threw several firecrackers and flares towards the protesters. Videos were posted
on the Internet.230 The All-Polish Youth admitted that they conducted the assaults. On their FB fan
page they posted a note “Wanted to start a war? So here you are.”231 The assailants first gathered
next to the cathedral, as the Archdiocese of Białystok clearly compared the All-Poland Women’s
Strike to “Satan, who fell down the sky, just like lightning.” A similar attack occurred in another
part of the town, where flares were thrown at a group of people. The All-Polish Youths were visibly
overjoyed by such acts of violence and fuelling the conflict. They even offered legal assistance to
the assailants.232 The case was dealt with by the police.

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
28 October 2020, Wrocław. Protesters beaten by nationalists. Knife attack
Participants in the All-Poland Women’s Strike were attacked by a mob of approximately 40 young
people. “A group of men wearing balaclavas appeared at ul. Kazimierza Wielkiego, near ul.
Krupnicza and started to beat people at random – one woman was so badly beaten that she
could no longer stand on her feet; and some men were kicked right in their heads,” recounts
a woman who witnessed the acts of violence.233 Two victims were taken by ambulance to hospital.
Meanwhile, in another part of town, a group of about 80 nationalists used pepper spray against the
protesters. The attackers fled when the police appeared at the venue. Some protesters reported
that one of the men was wounded in the face with a knife.234 Although a number of people ended
up in hospital, and although many videos documenting the attacks were posted on the Internet,
none of the victims reported the attacks to the Police.235

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
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https://katowice.wyborcza.pl/katowice/7,35063,26475469,neofaszysci-nawoluja-do-atakowania-protestujacych-kobiet-jazda.html
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pl%2FPolska%2FBialystok.-Protest-kobiet-zaatakowany.-Wszechpolacy-chcieli-wojny-to-ja-maja.-WIDEO
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11 November 2020, Warsaw. Flat set on fire during Independence March
Many incidents, including clashes with the police, assaults on other protesters, and even a raid
on a bookstore, were reported during the Independence March organised by extreme right-wing
factionists. A group of nationalists from Białystok threw flares towards a balcony where a pride flag
and symbols of the All-Poland Women’s Strike were displayed. However, they ultimately missed
their target and set fire to an adjacent flat.236 In a video that was posted on the Internet, one can
hear the nationalists shout: “Let it burn… let’s burn down that c***!”237 The flat that was set alight
hosted the studio of a painter and expert on Witkacy’s fine arts.238

Current status of case: One of the perpetrators was captured three days after the March.
The police discovered fireworks and pepper spray in his flat. At the end of April this year, he was
charged by a public prosecutor with an offence consisting in causing a direct hazard to human
life and health by igniting a fire, and damaging property. However, the accused has refused to
plead guilty.239

Attack of neo-fascists
on the police in Warsaw
on Independence Day
Photo: Monika Bryk

236 https://bezprawnik.pl/marsz-niepodleglosci/
237 https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/posts/1412772832231179
238 https://www.polsatnews.pl/wiadomosc/2020-11-12/podpalone-mieszkanie-na-trasie-marszu-niepodleglosci-trafilo-na-witkacego/
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https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/7,54420,27043279,rzucal-raca-w-teczowa-flage-podpalil-mieszkanie-jest-akt-oskarzenia.html
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According to the figures published by the public prosecutors’ office, by 8 December 2020, twentynine indictments had been filed at courts on the grounds of abuse of religious beliefs. Ten such
proceedings were pending in 2016. Court judgments issued in such cases included immediate
custodial sentences – such judgments have been passed in four cases over the past 5 years240.
One of the last year’s high-profile cases concerned placing of pride flags on several monuments
in Warsaw. Such flag was fixed to the monument of Jesus Christ in front of the Holly Cross
Church at Krakowskie Przedmieście241. According to the event’s organisers, it was an action aimed
at counteracting homophobia. The Polish Deputy Minister of Justice, Sebastian Kaleta filed
a notification of suspected offence, e.g. under Article 196 of the Criminal Code, explaining that:
“a scandalous thing has happened, and our state must strongly react to it”242. On 2 February
2021, an indictment was filed an Obywatele RP’s activist with the District Court for WarsawŚródmieście243.
Following the Constitutional Tribunal’s judgment on abortion of 22 October 2020, mass protests
started all over Poland including rallies, road blockades and meetings in front of churches. Women
participating in the protest known as “A Word for Sunday” appeared at holy masses holding
banners in their hands. The wave of protests also brought about a number of acts of vandalism
such as painting graffiti slogans on church walls. Apart from claims related to the Constitutional
Tribunal’s judgment i.e. “let’s make this country a secular state”, “give us the right of abortion”
lub “give us a genuine Constitutional Tribunal”, the protesters also demanded “terminating the
concordat”, considering the fact that – according to experts – the Church has become a party to
a bitter political dispute, instead of staying aside, as an unbiased arbitrator244.
On 27 October 2020, Deputy Prime Minister Jarosław Kaczyński, in reference to the wave of protests
stated for e.g. that the “issued judgement is fully compliant with the Polish Constitution”, “the
government is fully authorised to curb down on those protests” and called “all members and
supporters of the Law and Justice to defend our churches” “at all costs”245.
One of the long-term consequences of withdrawal from the hitherto abortion law compromise
by the Catholic Church is the growing number of apostates. According to historical data, 10 years
ago 459 apostasy requests were filed nationwide246. Meanwhile, in 2020, 370 such requests were

240 https://prawo.gazetaprawna.pl/artykuly/8053551,przestepstwo-obrazy-uczuc-religijnych-coraz-czestsze-w-2020-r-29-aktow-oskarzenia.html
241 https://www.radiomaryja.pl/informacje/warszawa-postepowanie-w-zwiazku-z-zawieszeniem-teczowej-flagi-na-pomniku-jana-pawla-ii/
242 https://tvn24.pl/tvnwarszawa/najnowsze/warszawa-teczowe-flagi-na-pomnikach-prokuratura-umorzyla-postepowanie-4937961
243 https://tvn24.pl/tvnwarszawa/najnowsze/warszawa-teczowa-flaga-na-pomniku-chrystusa-prokuratura-oskarza-aktywistke-o-obraze-uczuc-religijnych-5007482
244 https://www.wirtualnemedia.pl/artykul/strajk-kobiet-aborcja-fala-protestow-oslabi-pozycje-kosciola-poza-kobietami-traci-takze-pokolenie-z
245 http://pis.org.pl/aktualnosci/oswiadczenie-prezesa-pis-wicepremiera-jaroslawa-kaczynskiego
246 http://iskk.pl/badania/religijnosc/303-statystyki-nt-apostazji-w-polsce
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filed in Poznan Archdiocese alone247, and 445 in Cracow Curia 445248. The ticking clock of apostasy
shows that over 2 thousand people left the Church since the onset of protests until 9 August
2021.249
The fact that the Muslim community in Poland composed of ca. 30-40 thousand people who,
according to Professor Katarzyna Górak-Sosnowska, has adapted well to the Polish society, is
in opposition to the fear and hostility towards the followers of Islam. The expert nicknamed this
phenomenon as ‘platonic islamophobia’250. Meanwhile, the UN Committee on the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination (CERD) considered the presence of hate speech targeted at Muslims in
the public and social domains in Poland as a very disturbing phenomenon251.

Destroyed facade of
the Church of the Holy
Cross in Szczecin.
Photo: facebook.com/
DariuszMateckiFanPage

July 2020, Pleszewo. Woman married to a Muslim is offended in public
A 32-year-old Pleszew resident posted on social media a number of comments about a Polish
girl who married a Muslim: “She is not a Pole anymore, but a Paki whore!” or “A Pole living with
a Muslim is no longer a Pole!” Such content was reported to the local prosecutor’s office.252

Current status of case: In November this year the man was fined PLN 2 000 plus applicable
court fees.253
247 https://wiadomosci.wp.pl/rosnie-liczba-apostazji-w-polsce-kosciol-zbiera-dane-6613707799960512a
248 https://www.polsatnews.pl/wiadomosc/2021-03-14/coraz-wiecej-osob-wystepuje-z-kosciola-rok-2020-mial-byc-rekordowy/
249 https://www.licznikapostazji.pl/
250 https://open.spotify.com/episode/33Zno9PPr4Gs74eL7cRmRr
251 https://serwisy.gazetaprawna.pl/orzeczenia/artykuly/8208414,michal-balcerzak-cerd-dyskryminacja-ochrona-praw-czlowieka.html
252 https://pleszew.naszemiasto.pl/ciapate-szmacisko-pleszewianin-odpowie-za-te-slowa-przed/ar/c1-7817294
253 https://infostrow.pl/wiadomosci/obrazil-polke-bedaca-w-zwiazku-z-muzulmaninem-zostal-skazany/cid,89126,a?fbclid=IwAR3WvDnvvHfEFnwGwtZTYKtUDlzHDbJ__
LclezhnqeU5flO5AmLGXzQfI9Y
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27 August 2020, Kielce. Public approval of mass murders committed at mosques
Information on punishing of Brenton Tarrant, an extreme right-winger accused of killing 51
people at New Zealand mosques posted on popular social media inspired one user to publish
the following comment: “A true hero!!! Let everyone follow his example when dealing with those
Talibans...”254 On 14th December 2020, the Court in Kielce received a notice that the indictment
concerning the public praising of mass homicide and incitement had been changed to hatred
based on religious or racial differences.255

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
25 October 2020, Szczecinek. Priest insulted by teenagers
A group of young people taking part in the All-Poland Women’s Strike gathered around the
parliamentary office of a Law and Justice MP. Suddenly a local priest appeared at the venue and
welcomed the protesters with the phrase: “Law and Justice has come.” So the protesters replied:
“It is Poland, not the Vatican!”, “We do not listen to clergymen!”, “Go back to your church!” or “Have
you got a uterus? If not, then f**k off!”256 The priest tried to express his opinions of the protest. After
a noisy argument, the priest threw his Holy Communion box and asked one of the girls to pick
it up. It turned out that the box was empty, although according to some pro-government media,
it contained Holy Communion for the sick.257 The heated exchange between the priest and the
protesters continued for about a quarter of an hour. “Go home, you are not right”, said the priest
after the demonstration. The incident was witnessed by police officers who remained passive.258
Then the priest was spotted in the vicinity of ul. Bohaterów Warszawy showing rude gestures to
drivers.259

Current status of the case: No proceedings have been instituted by the police in respect of the
protesters. Meanwhile, the priest’s superiors have totally distanced themselves from his conduct:
“This priest is temporarily on leave, and is not performing any specific functions in the diocese.
He is solely accountable for his actions, and what he has done was totally beyond the diocese’s
control.”260

254 https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/photos/pcb.1447020738806388/1447017835473345/
255 https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/photos/pcb.1447020738806388/1447017918806670/
256 https://wiadomosci.gazeta.pl/wiadomosci/7,114883,26442972,szczecinek-awantura-podczas-protestu-kobiet-kuria-nie-podpisuje.html
257 https://www.tvp.info/50492294/szczecinek-uczestniczki-protestu-zaatakowaly-ksiedza-wieszwiecej
258 https://szczecinek.com/artykul/protest-kobiet-ksiadz/1094842
259 https://ocdn.eu/pulscms-transforms/1/fdRktkpTURBXy8zYTE3MmZmM2VlNTZhNWMzODg3NmQxMTZmZWViYWU3Yy5qcGeSlQLNAyAAwsOVAgDNA8DCww
260 https://noizz.pl/spoleczenstwo/aborcja-ksiadz-w-szczecinku-przeciwko-protestujacym-kobietom-wracaj-do-kosciola/01szxbd
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25 October 2020, Warsaw. Damage to at least four churches
The founders of the All-Poland Women’s Strike decided to extend the range of protests to the
Catholic Church, which is generally associated with the ruling elite and with the introduction
of restrictive anti-abortion legislation.261 Even though they only asked protesters to interrupt
church services and put up posters, some resorted to acts of vandalism. Pictures showing graffiti
painted on church premises and buildings appeared in social media. The damaged churches
included Saint Jacob’s Church in Stara Ochota,262 St Matthew’s Church in Białołęka, Saint Andrzej
Bobola’s Church in Stary Mokotow263 and Divine Providence Church in Rakowiec.264

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
28 October 2020, Poland. Holy masses interrupted, church façades damaged
The All-Poland Women’s Strike spread across the country. The biggest street protests were
conducted in Warsaw, Łódź, Katowice, Cracow, Poznan, Wrocław and the Tri-City. However,
rallies also took place in smaller towns such as Zduńska Wola, Otwock, Lębork and
Sztum. As a result of the demonstration, the police reported 22 interrupted church services and
79 instances of damage to church façades. Around 80 people were arrested, and in more than 100
cases, relevant proceedings were instituted by the police and public prosecutors.265

16 December, 2020, Białystok. Offensive inscription next to a newly established
mosque
An offensive inscription („Fuck Islam”) appeared on a container for used clothes, in close proximity
to a mosque that also serves as a Muslim Community Centre. The Centre had been converted
into a mosque shortly before the act of vandalism. The case was reported to police by a resident
of Bialystok.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN

261 https://www.gazetaprawna.pl/wiadomosci/artykuly/1495542,domanski-strajk-kobiet-protesty-pis-aborcja-spoleczenstwo-mlodzi.html
262 https://twitter.com/RafalDudkiewic1/status/1320295607089639424?ref_
src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1320295607089639424%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wprost.
pl%2Fkraj%2F10380675%2Fzdewastowano-co-najmniej-cztery-warszawskie-koscioly-to-niejedyne-akty-wandalizmu-z-tego-weekendu.html
263 https://twitter.com/Jan_Pawlicki/status/1320310710832893952?ref_
src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1320310710832893952%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wprost.pl%2F
kraj%2F10380675%2Fzdewastowano-co-najmniej-cztery-warszawskie-koscioly-to-niejedyne-akty-wandalizmu-z-tego-weekendu.html
264 https://twitter.com/szachmad/status/1320266450968453121?ref_
src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1320266450968453121%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wprost.pl%2F
kraj%2F10380675%2Fzdewastowano-co-najmniej-cztery-warszawskie-koscioly-to-niejedyne-akty-wandalizmu-z-tego-weekendu.html
265 https://www.polsatnews.pl/wiadomosc/2020-10-29/wtargniecia-na-msze-zniszczone-elewacje-kosciolow-zatrzymania-dane-policji/
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In July 2020, the Polish Ombudsman, Adam Bodnar, asked the Chairman of the National
Broadcasting Council, Witold Kołodziejski about the factual and planned steps, standpoints and
recommendations aimed at preventing hate speech and anti-Semitism on the mass media.
The Polish Ombudsman alerted the Council to anti-Semitic statements expressed by Rafał
Ziemkiewicz, a co-anchor of TVP Info programme titled: W tyle wizji, which was broadcasted
on 23 June 2020. Ziemkiewicz blamed the Jews for Holocaust during the Second World War.
The program’s hosts also offended Professor Jan Grabowski by calling him a vermin. The journalist
also described Professor Jan Tomasz Gross as a possessed and mentally sick person266.
According to Zygmunt Stępiński, Director of POLIN Museum, the Polish-Jewish debate is “not
heading in the right direction”: “Antisemitism in Poland is completely different than the problem
confronted by Jews in the United States, France or many other countries. The Polish antisemitism
is the one without Jews. Obviously – as a Jew – I admit that there is some Jewish community in
Poland. But there are very few of us, and they do not need Jews to feed the demons of antisemitism
which are thriving quite well in our public space”267. He mentioned such examples as a public
burning of a Jewish effigy, profanation of historical monuments or destruction of the property
of activists promoting knowledge of the Jewish history.
In April 2021, the US Commission on International Religious Freedom published its report
on antisemitism in Europe268, which demonstrated that the Polish Jews did not feel secure. In
fact, 85 % of them claimed that antisemitism is a “quite serious” or “very serious” issue in Poland.
“The Jewish leaders are concerned about the presence of anti-Semitic slogans used by extreme
right wing politicians and media in the public space. The recent debates on Holocaust, history
and property restitution have touched upon a number of sensitive political issues and given rise
to many unprecedented anti-Semitic comments”.269

31 March 2020, Kielce. Unlawful threats in respect of members of the Jewish
community
A young man was posing unlawful threats in respect of members of the Jewish community via
instant messenger: “Your ancestors used to be burnt in ovens and processed into soap bars”,
“You’ll be burned one day too, you Jewish c***, just like your granny was”, “Hitler will f**k you all”,
etc.270 The indictment was filed with the competent Court by the District Prosecutor’s Office in
Kielce-Wschód.

266 https://bip.brpo.gov.pl/pl/content/antysemityzm-problemem-medialnego-dyskursu-rpo-pyta-krrit-jak-z-nim-walczy
267 https://wiez.pl/2020/07/28/dyrektor-muzeum-polin-mamy-antysemityzm-bez-zydow-chcemy-rozbroic-te-mine/
268 https://www.uscirf.gov/news-room/releases-statements/uscirf-releases-report-antisemitism-europe-and-implications-us-policy
269 https://www.rp.pl/Spoleczenstwo/304219890-Antysemicki-problem-w-Polsce.html
270 https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/posts/1403815006460295
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Current status of case: The court issued its judgment in December last year. The man was
fined PLN 2 400 and obliged to reimburse the corresponding court fees.271

24 April 2020, Dąbrowa Białostocka. Antisemitic captions appearing at a Jewish
cemetery
An unknown offender created graffiti presenting the communist hammer and sickle and the
text: “F**k the Jews” on the internal wall surrounding a Jewish cemetery in Dąbrowa Białostocka.
The graffiti was erased immediately at the local mayor’s request. Such antisemitic incidents,
including gravestone profanation, have been occurring in the town for five years, i.e. since the
launching of a project aimed at recalling the forgotten history of the Jewish community in
Dąbrowa272.

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
7 May 2020, Cracow. Antisemitic comments published by Cracow lawyer
A woman posted a number of comments concerning Covid-19 pandemics and the incumbent
Minister of Health, Łukasz Szumowski on her social media profile. She wrote, for example,
“Szumowski is a slutty Jewish communist! The Jews have been ruling our country for decades!”
When reprimanded for her antisemitic tone by other social media users, she retorted: “Antisemitic,
bullshit! Just telling the truth! A Jew is not a Pole. They have their own homeland. So what are
they looking for here? Go back to Israel. Poland is for the Poles.” This spurred a reaction by human
rights organisations. The lawyer first promised to publish an apology, but then changed her mind
and said she would turn for help to Jarosław Kaczyński, and threatened her opponents with legal
and other consequences.273 The case is being handled by the public prosecutor.

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
26 August 2019-22 April 2020, Słubice. Public incitement to hatred towards the
Jewish community
A man published offensive comments on Jews and publicly incited hatred towards them. He
referred to Jews as e.g. “mother f*ckers”, ”Jewish sluts”, “traitors” and “felons”, adding “How those
insolent Jewish scum even dare to pose such demands, let them go to hell, those Jews will always
stink of garlic, those traitors used to sell one another during the occupation, and now these
insolent Jews express more and more demands towards their saviours, so why did we save them
at all and risk our lives, otherwise they would have vanished long time ago, they are like a pain
271 https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/photos/pcb.1516284738546654/1516284461880015/, https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/photos/
pcb.1516284738546654/1516284538546674
272 https://sokolka.naszemiasto.pl/jeb-zydow-taki-napis-pojawil-sie-na-murze-cmentarza/ar/c1-7672233
273 https://krakow.wyborcza.pl/krakow/7,44425,25943614,mowa-nienawisci-i-grozenie-pis-em.html?fbclid=IwAR0E8uQ_y424n5bhFK75SwQdFLk2fgX4qquVZz6SRSINpY0RMG607TnIik
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in the arse” [sic]. On 7th July 2020, the public prosecutor filed an indictment with the author of the
antisemitic comments.274

Current status of case: On 2nd December last year, the District Court in Słubice considered
the man guilty of breach of Articles 256 & 257 of the Polish Criminal Code and adjudicated a fine
of PLN 1 500.275

November 2020, Mulhouse. Antisemitic captions painted by Polish citizen on walls
(France)
A man painted a number of captions saying “Jew = sh*t” upon buildings in the heart of the town.
One such caption appeared upon a stone block commemorating Jacob Kaplan, Chief Rabbi
of France (1955–81) and Rabbi of Miluza (1922–29).276 Such acts of vandalism stirred up indignation
within the local community. The 58-year-old Pole was detained by the police. The man, who was
already notorious for acts of violence, was captured thanks to CCTV recordings.277

Current status of case: At the beginning of 2021, the Pole was sentenced to one year
of imprisonment with three months’ probation. The Jewish Consistory for Haut-Rhin was awarded
damages of EUR 1 000 for non-material damage. The court also awarded damages in favour of the
International League Against Racism and Anti-Semitism (Licra) and SOS Racisme of EUR 600 for
each organisation. Finally, the municipality of Mulhouse was awarded EUR 5 382 by virtue
of material damage. 278

The inscription “f*ck the
Jews” on the fence of
the Jewish cemetery in
Dąbrowa Białostocka
Photo: Dorota Budzińska

274 https://omzrik.pl/akt-oskarzenia-w-sprawie-antysemityzmu
275 https://www.facebook.com/osrodek.monitorowania/posts/1430633393778456
276 https://www.wnp.pl/rynki-zagraniczne/francja-polak-skazany-na-15-miesiecy-wiezienia-za-antysemickie-napisy-na-budynkach,447833.html
277 https://wiadomosci.dziennik.pl/swiat/artykuly/8027453,antysemityzm-polska-francja-policja-zatrzymanie.html
278 https://wydarzenia.interia.pl/swiat/news-francja-polak-skazany-za-antysemickie-napisy-na-budowlach,nId,5027420
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VII Politically-motivated offences
As a result of identity conflicts, European societies have broken up into two conflicting camps i.e.
“defenders and explorers”. According to a survey conducted by the University of Münster279 the
extent of such polarisation is the greatest in Poland. As opposed to Germany, France or Sweden,
the “defenders” in Poland do not f ind themselves marginalised and show a high level of trust
in the government and the parliament, and tend to be distrustful towards the EU. The Polish
“explorers” also differ from their foreign counterparts – they are dissatisfied with the condition
of democracy, do not trust the government and the parliament, but, at the same time, they show
much confidence in the EU. The report has demonstrated that the “defenders” typically vote for
populist parties and prefer “strong political leadership”. The scientists point out to the threats
related to the progressing polarisation among the two opposing groups, as a consequence
of reciprocal attacks and insults. According to the research team, the politicians in power should not
favour any of the conflicting groups, as this would lead to a sense of exclusion of the other one280.
Meanwhile, according to Tomasz Rawski, a political scientist and philologist from the University
of Warsaw, the Polish politics has been recently dominated by a new form of hate speech, which
included manipulating a political opponent’s image in order to discourage potential voters.
“The social experiments have proven that the verbal interactions among politicians have
become more and more aggressive. They do not utter words, but rather ominous promises:
threats, encouragements to homicide, violence and foul play, which may transform into physical
acts (…) Therefore, we are not surprised that local activists organise events such as the one
in 2017, when a group of nationalists displayed photos of the Civic Platform politicians hanged
on the gallows” 281.

MP Barbara Nowacka
attacked with gas by
a policeman despite
showing MP’s ID.
Photo: Czarek Sokołowski / Associated
Press / East News

279 https://miami.uni-muenster.de/Record/0b066ed6-58f8-4202-a797-84da543cb9a2
280 https://www.dw.com/pl/raport-podzia%C5%82y-to%C5%BCsamo%C5%9Bciowe-najsilniejsze-w-polsce/a-58066299
281 https://www.gazetaprawna.pl/magazyn-na-weekend/artykuly/8218103,tomasz-rawski-polityka-mowa-nienawisci-rzad-opozycja-wywiad.html
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10 May 2020, Warsaw. Incitement to hatred towards people cherishing different
political beliefs
A politician named Janusz Korwin-Mikke took part in the “Hot 16 Challenge” which consisted in
composing an original song consisting of 16 lines in order to encourage others to donate for to
charity. The video posted by this Confederation MP, which encouraged hanging, slaughtering
or “at least castrating” political opponents, democrats and socialists. Korwin-Mikke called
them “plain sluts” while shooting a gun and brandishing a knife.282 A notification of suspicion
of committing a crime was filed with the public prosecutor by the Socialist Action Association,
Centre for Monitoring Racist and Xenophobic Behaviour and a number of Left MPs,283 and the
case was handled by the Parliamentary Ethics Committee upon a joint request filed by Maciej
Kopiec, a Left MP, Open Republic – Association Against Anti-Semitism and Xenophobia and
a number of natural persons.284

Current status of case: The MP was reprimanded for his behaviour by the Parliamentary
Ethics Committee.285 Although the public prosecutor refused at first to open an investigation,
after a complaint was filed by the Centre for Monitoring Racist and Xenophobic Behaviour, in
March 2020 the court ordered an investigation be opening into acts committed by one of the
leaders of the Confederation.286

2 July 2020, Myślibórz. Fisticuffs and unlawful threats at election rally
During Andrzej Duda’s presidential election rally, an opposition MP was attacked by followers
of the incumbent President of Poland, infuriated by the sight of banners depicting Rafał
Trzaskowski, another presidential candidate. A women was abused verbally, pushed and even hit
in the head.287 She posted a video of what happened shortly after she was beaten by one
of the attackers. The video documented an attacker who admitted the assault: “What are you
recording you f*cking idiot? [...] I wish I had punched you much harder, you stupid c**t !” and
a police officer passively watching the incident, only asking the woman to stay away from the
abuser.288 The woman said that she intended to report the incident to the police, and considered
bringing a lawsuit against Andrzej Duda considering “abuse which is hurled by the President
at all his opponents during his election rallies. A clear message is send out to his audience and
supporters.”289

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
282 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RXpRPrIsQpQ
283 https://burbonik.pl/2020/05/11/janusz-korwin-mikke-hot16challenge-akcja/
284 https://dorzeczy.pl/kraj/139617/korwin-mikke-rapuje-o-szatkowaniu-socjalistow-skladam-zawiadomienie-do-komisji-etyki.html
285 https://wiadomosci.radiozet.pl/Polska/Polityka/Janusz-Korwin-Mikke-ukarany-za-nawolywanie-do-przemocy-w-Hot-16-Challenge
286 https://scontent.fwaw3-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/169601648_1522356104606184_1883240940207121181_n.jpg?_nc_cat=108&ccb=1-3&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_
nc_ohc=_gkYDGMue7AAX-919dU&_nc_oc=AQno1Tb1Y0dR3l-7sd5JQPzer2XGOk4w6_YU8a79Kmdag5Tz2i-fOGJqPOpIEfyeh_Q&_nc_ht=scontent.fwaw3-1.
fna&oh=dba889ec08d24c2141aa78443899e436&oe=60DC4D16
287 https://www.wprost.pl/wybory-prezydenckie-2020/10341552/poslanka-ko-zaatakowana-na-wiecu-dudy-zaluje-ze-mocniej-ci-nie-przyj-tepa-dzido-jeb.html
288 https://twitter.com/FiliksMagdalena/status/1279863813517520898?ref_
src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1279863813517520898%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wprost.
pl%2Fwybory-prezydenckie-2020%2F10341552%2Fposlanka-ko-zaatakowana-na-wiecu-dudy-zaluje-ze-mocniej-ci-nie-przyj-tepa-dzido-jeb.html
289 https://www.wprost.pl/wybory-prezydenckie-2020/10341552/poslanka-ko-zaatakowana-na-wiecu-dudy-zaluje-ze-mocniej-ci-nie-przyj-tepa-dzido-jeb.html
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October 24–28, 2020, Poland. Attacks on the offices of Law and Justice MPs and
senators
During the wave of Women’s Strike protests that swept across Poland, the offices of Law and
Justice (PiS) MPs and senators, in front of which the protesters were protesting, suffered from
acts of vandalism. For example, on October 24 in Gdynia, during the protests, Arka Gdynia
supporters290 forced the door to the office of Law and Justice MP Marcin Horala and went inside,
where police used gas against them. On the same day in Biała Podlaska, vulgar inscriptions
appeared on the façade and windows of the offices of Jacek Sasin and Dariusz Stefaniuk and the
office of Senator Grzegorz Bierecki. The area next door was littered with protests signs291. In turn,
on October 26, the house of Law and Justice MP Urszula Rusecka in Wieliczka was pelted with
eggs292.

Current status of case: UNKNOWN
November 18, 2020, Warsaw. Violation of the physical inviolability of an MP by a police
officer
During a women’s protest, in the vicinity of Charles de Gaulle Roundabout, in the presence
of witnesses, a policeman violated the physical inviolability of the Civic Coalition MP Monika
Wielichowska. When pushing the woman, he broke her MP card. The woman also alleged that
she has been prevented from carrying out her public functions. The incident was reported to
the Speaker of the Sejm Elżbieta Witek293.

Current status of the case: UNKNOWN
November 28, 2020, Warsaw. Gas attack on Civic Coalition MP
On the 102nd anniversary of women’s suffrage, during a march through the Łazienkowska
Route, police made attempts to break up the march, locked the marchers in cauldrons in
backyards and forcibly removed demonstrators from the street294. Civic Coalition MP Barbara
Nowacka intervened and was attacked with tear gas by one of the police officers. A picture has
been circulating on the Internet showing the police officer spraying gas from a distance of less
than one metre directly into the face of the MP, who was holding her parliamentary identity card295
in the outstretched hand. The police have announced that they will investigate the circumstances
of the incident296.

Current status of the case: The prosecution refused to open an investigation, stating that the
officer’s actions did not constitute a crime297.
290 https://www.onet.pl/?utm_source=pl.wikipedia.org_viasg_wiadomosci&utm_medium=referal&utm_campaign=leo_automatic&srcc=ucs&pid=914969f8-57cb-4e2a-bafeba0d05d5140f&sid=b177a2c9-166f-4113-9b28-185bbe554807&utm_v=2
291 https://wpolityce.pl/polityka/523589-zdewastowano-biuro-jacka-sasina-i-grzegorza-biereckiego
292 https://www.tvp.info/50611249/strajk-kobiet-urszula-rusecka-mowi-o-ataku-protestujacych-na-jej-dom
293 https://www.fakt.pl/wydarzenia/polityka/strajk-kobiet-atak-na-poslanke-polamano-jej-legitymacje/7dnfrxg
294 https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/7,54420,26557290,manifestacja-strajku-kobiet-od-pikniku-do-przepychanek-z-policja.html
295 https://warszawa.wyborcza.pl/warszawa/7,54420,26558577,ko-zada-dymisji-komendanta-stolecznej-policji-za-atak-gazem.html
296 https://www.se.pl/wiadomosci/polityka/atak-na-poslanke-barbare-nowacka-policja-zbada-okolicznosci-aa-Sbmy-h8Xn-Fphf.html
297 https://www.rmf24.pl/fakty/polska/news-policjant-uzyl-gazu-wobec-barbary-nowackiej-sledztwa-nie-bed,nId,5173209%23crp_state=1
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